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Abstract

Effects of Packaging Signal Divergence on Influenza A Virus Reassortment

By Maria Christine White

Influenza A virus (IAV) is an RNA virus with a segmented genome. Since the IAV genome comprises eight different segments, IAVs can exchange genetic material in a process called reassortment. Reassortment occurs when two different IAVs co-infect the same cell and mixing of the two viral genomes takes place within the cell. Reassortment therefore allows the production of new viruses that are different from both parental viruses. Regions of the IAV genome called packaging signals serve to direct incorporation of the eight segments during virus assembly, and these packaging signals are found on both termini of each of the eight IAV segments. Since these packaging signals are specific to each segment and to each strain of IAV, we hypothesized that nucleotide differences within the packaging signal regions could limit reassortment efficiency. To test this hypothesis, we used two viruses representative of the two seasonal IAV lineages currently circulating in the human population (H3N2 and H1N1), and made virus pairs that encoded the same proteins but different packaging signals on a single segment. We then evaluated how frequently segments carrying matched vs mismatched packaging signals were incorporated into reassortant progeny. We found that matched packaging signals were preferred on the HA segment, but not on the NA or NS segments. These data suggest that the movement of NA and NS segments between seasonal IAVs is unlikely to be restricted at the level of packaging, while movement of the HA segment would be more constrained. Therefore, our results indicate that the importance of packaging signal differences in IAV reassortment is segment dependent. Furthermore, our data suggest that the packaging signals of the HA segment could be an important factor in determining the likelihood that two IAV strains of public health interest will undergo reassortment.

Not only can reassortment increase the diversity of viruses circulating within a given host species, but it can also facilitate transfer of novel IAVs to a new host species. IAV pandemic strains are formed in part by the introduction of an HA segment from a nonhuman virus, such as an avian virus, into a human virus. Since the mixing of avian and human IAVs can result in the formation of a pandemic strain, we next addressed how likely it would be for an HA segment from an avian IAV to reassort with a human IAV. We tested the compatibility of HA packaging signals from two avian viruses that pose a threat to human health (H5N8 and H7N9) with a human seasonal H3N2 strain. We showed that sequence differences in the packaging signals between these avian and human IAV HA segments limited the potential for reassortment to occur. We did find, however, that human viruses still incorporated the avian virus HA segments at a low level in animals that were co-infected with both IAVs. This observed low level of avian virus HA segment incorporation into human viruses could be significant if the reassortant virus had a fitness advantage in the human population, such as escape from pre-existing immunity. Overall, these findings offer important insight into the mechanisms that underlie the emergence of new IAVs and highlight the continued need for IAV surveillance, especially in areas where avian and human IAVs are in close contact.
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Abstract

Influenza A virus (IAV) is an RNA virus with a segmented genome. These viral properties allow for the rapid evolution of IAV under selective pressure, due to mutation occurring from error-prone replication and the exchange of gene segments within a co-infected cell, termed reassortment. Both mutation and reassortment give rise to genetic diversity, but constraints shape their impact on viral evolution: just as most mutations are deleterious, most reassortment events result in genetic incompatibilities. The phenomenon of segment mismatch encompasses both RNA- and protein-based incompatibilities between co-infecting viruses and results in the production of progeny viruses with fitness defects. Segment mismatch is an important determining factor of the outcomes of mixed IAV infections and has been addressed in multiple risk assessment studies undertaken to date. However, due to the complexity of genetic interactions among the eight viral gene segments, our understanding of segment mismatch and its underlying mechanisms remain incomplete. Here, we summarize current knowledge regarding segment mismatch and discuss the implications of this phenomenon for IAV reassortment and diversity.
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CPSF30, cleavage and polyadenylation specificity factor 30; DI, defective interfering; HA, hemagglutinin; HRM, high resolution melt; IAV, influenza A virus; NA, neuraminidase; NEP, nuclear export protein; NP, nucleoprotein; NS1, non-structural protein 1; NS2, non-structural protein 2; pH1N1, 2009 H1N1 pandemic strain; UTR, untranslated region; VAR, variant; vRNAs, viral RNAs; vRNPs, viral ribonucleoprotein complexes; WT, wild-type.

Introduction
Influenza A virus (IAV) is an enveloped, negative sense, single stranded RNA virus with eight gene segments (1). The segmented nature of the IAV genome allows the exchange of gene segments between viruses that co-infect the same cell, which can result in the formation of progeny viruses that are genetically distinct from both parental viruses. This process of genetic exchange is termed reassortment. Reassortment has a major impact on IAV evolution and therefore plays a substantial role in the ecology and epidemiology of IAV.

The principle reservoir of IAV resides in aquatic birds, although IAV can infect a diverse range of hosts, including humans, poultry, swine, horses, and other mammals. IAV is grouped into distinct subtypes according to the antigenicity of two of its surface glycoproteins, hemagglutinin (HA) and neuraminidase (NA), of which there are currently 18 known HA subtypes and 11 known NA subtypes. Viruses of the H17N10 and H18N11 subtypes are confined to bats, while viruses of the remaining HA and NA subtypes circulate in wild birds (2-5).

In humans, IAV causes both epidemics and pandemics. IAV epidemics occur yearly during the winter months in both the Northern and Southern hemispheres. Reassortment among co-circulating seasonal IAV strains has been detected repeatedly and found to give rise to epidemiologically important strains (6-10). Despite the evolutionary success of certain reassortant genotypes, however, comprehensive investigation of the fate of intra-subtype reassortants derived from the human H3N2 lineage revealed that reassortment is usually deleterious, resulting in negative selection of reassortant progeny (11). This finding highlights the importance of segment mismatch in the evolution of seasonal IAV and indicates that inter-segment epistasis often functionally constrains reassortment even when co-infecting viruses are closely related.

Pandemics arise when an IAV strain acquires both antigenic novelty and the ability to spread efficiently through a human population. In the past century, there have been four IAV pandemics
(12-15). The origins of the 1918 H1N1 pandemic strain and the contribution of reassortment to its emergence remain under debate (16-18). In 1957, the PB1, HA, and NA genes from an avian H2N2 virus entered the human H1N1 background to form the H2N2 pandemic strain of that year. In 1968, the PB1 and HA genes from an avian H3 virus entered the human H2N2 background to form the 1968 H3N2 subtype pandemic strain (19). A notable feature of both the 1957 and the 1968 pandemic strains is the transmission of an avian PB1 gene to humans, accompanying its cognate HA (20). Lastly, extensive reassortment in swine brought together genes from avian, swine, and human IAV lineages to produce the 2009 pandemic strain (21-23).

In addition to epidemics and pandemics, over the past twenty years, multiple zoonotic IAV outbreaks have occurred when viruses capable of causing severe disease in humans emerged from birds (24-29). According to the World Health Organization (WHO), from 2003 to September 2017 there have been 860 human cases of H5N1 virus infection reported from 16 countries, with 454 of these cases resulting in death (30). Furthermore, as of September 2017, 1,564 laboratory-confirmed human cases of H7N9 virus infection have been reported in China, including at least 612 deaths (31). The H5N1 and H7N9 subtype viruses causing these zoonotic outbreaks arose through reassortment of multiple avian-adapted IAVs, including strains circulating in both wild and domestic birds (32-34). Interestingly, both the H5N1 and H7N9 zoonotic lineages derive their six “internal gene” (non-HA, non-NA) segments from an H9N2 subtype lineage that circulates widely in the poultry of Southeast Asia. This internal gene cassette appears to be conducive to reassortment that pairs it with multiple different HA/NA subtypes (32, 33, 35-37). In addition to the ongoing H5N1 and H7N9 IAV outbreaks, avian influenza viruses of other subtypes, such as H5N6, H9N2, H10N8, and H6N1 have sporadically caused disease in humans in China and Taiwan (37-40).
There is concern regarding the potential for viruses of these zoonotic subtypes to cause the next influenza pandemic. While the human population has little immunity against these avian IAVs, these viruses to date have not acquired effective human-to-human transmission, a key feature of a pandemic strain. Reassortment of zoonotic and human seasonal IAVs can facilitate the formation of a virus with both antigenic novelty and the ability to successfully transmit in humans. However, the fitness of reassortant progeny derived from divergent IAV strains is often limited by incompatibilities occurring at the RNA or protein levels (41, 42). Indeed, segment mismatch may be a major underlying reason that reassortment events involving H5N1 or H7N9 IAVs and seasonal human strains have not been detected to date.

As summarized above, IAVs are genetically diverse and circulate within a diverse range of host species. Under these conditions, reassortment can result in rapid viral evolution, potentially contributing to epidemics, pandemics, and cross-species transfers of the virus. In this review, we will explore reassortment, the constraints imposed on reassortment by segment mismatch, and the implications of segment mismatch for IAV evolution.

**Mutation and reassortment in IAV evolution**

Fixation of changes in the viral genome requires that a virus population is genetically diverse and that it is subject to either a stochastic bottleneck or a selective pressure. For IAV, two distinct mechanisms give rise to genetic variation: mutation and reassortment. The diversity of genotypes generated through these two processes is the raw material on which selection acts. IAV evolution in humans is driven in large part by antibody-mediated selection and takes two forms: i) antigenic drift, which is characterized by small changes and is a major feature of seasonal IAV, and ii) antigenic shift, which is characterized by large changes and is a major feature of pandemic IAV.
Drivers of IAV evolution in non-human hosts are less well-characterized than in humans and pressures unrelated to immunity, as well as stochastic processes, may play a larger role in these contexts.

**Antigenic drift**

Like all RNA viruses, IAVs are constantly mutating. These mutations are the result of the absence of proofreading capability of the viral RNA-dependent RNA polymerase. IAV polymerase error translates into approximately two mutations per replicated genome (43). The fixation of mutations that change the antigenicity of IAVs encompasses antigenic drift. Antibodies directed against the HA glycoprotein can neutralize the virus by blocking viral attachment to and/or fusion with the host cell (44-47). These anti-HA antibodies therefore drive antigenic drift of the virus towards antibody escape. Antigenic drift, in turn, has a major impact on the efficacy of vaccination; the mutations that the virus acquires over time lead to vaccine escape, therefore necessitating periodic reformulation of the vaccine in order to match the currently circulating strains (48-50).

In addition to mutation, reassortment can also contribute to antigenic drift (9). Since multiple sub-clades of seasonal H3N2 or H1N1 viruses co-circulate, there is the potential for reassortment between viruses of closely related lineages. Such intra-subtype reassortment events increase genomic diversity and contribute to the evolution and epidemiology of seasonal influenza (6, 7, 51, 52). Most notably, reassortment within H1N1 or H3N2 subtypes can place a drifted HA onto a more fit background, which can give rise to unusually severe epidemics, as seen in 1946-1947 and 2003-2004 (6, 51). Reassortment within IAV subtypes can also affect sensitivity to antiviral drugs. The global spread of adamantane-resistant IAVs was mapped to an H3N2 lineage that arose from an intra-subtype reassortment event (53, 54).
IAVs of the H1N1 and H3N2 subtypes have been co-circulating in humans since 1977 (55). Their reassortment is detected only sporadically, however, and sustained transmission of a human H1N1/H3N2 reassortant virus has occurred only in one instance. Namely, in 2001, reassortant H1N2 viruses were detected in humans in the United Kingdom (56). During the 2001-2002 season, H1N2 viruses were identified in 41 countries on four continents, causing various outbreaks across the globe and predominating over H3N2 and H1N1 viruses in several countries (56-59). However, in subsequent seasons, these reassortant H1N2 viruses failed to predominate. In addition to this outbreak, co-infection and reassortment between human H1N1 and H3N2 lineages was occasionally detected in humans prior to 2009 and, since the 2009 H1N1 pandemic strain (pH1N1) replaced the H1N1 seasonal lineage, a handful of additional co-infection and reassortment events between these two subtypes have been reported (60-68). Despite apparently ample opportunity for inter-subtype reassortment among human IAV lineages, the relatively low frequency with which reassortant viruses achieve sustained circulation suggests that evolutionary constraints lead to their negative selection. Indeed, analysis of reassortment between seasonal H3N2 and pH1N1 viruses in the laboratory supports this conclusion (69, 70).

**Antigenic shift**

Antigenic shift involves a large change in the antigenicity of influenza viruses circulating in the human population, and can result from introduction into humans of an IAV that circulates in non-human hosts, or introduction of the HA segment of a non-human IAV into a seasonal IAV background through reassortment (4, 5). As noted above, reassortment between human and avian IAVs led to the formation of the 1957 and 1968 pandemic strains (20). Reassortment was also critical in the emergence of the 2009 pandemic strain. In contrast to the 1957 and 1968 pandemics, however, this reassortment did not directly involve currently circulating human IAVs. In the years
prior to 2009, reassortment brought together gene segments from two distinct swine IAV gene pools, that of the Eurasian avian-like and the North American triple reassortant swine lineages. The triple reassortant lineage, in turn, incorporated viral genes of human, avian, and classical swine IAV origin. Thus, although the 2009 pandemic was caused by an intact swine IAV, the emergence of this swine virus resulted from extensive reassortment in pigs (21, 22, 71). Owing to a lack of IAV isolates in the years prior to 1918, the origins of the 1918 pandemic strain remain relatively unclear. Following sequencing of the reconstructed genome of the 1918 virus, it was suggested to have been introduced into humans *in toto* from an avian reservoir (17). A more recent analysis suggests, however, that reassortment between a previously circulating human IAV of the H1 subtype and an avian IAV may have placed the human H1 HA into a novel background and given rise to the 1918 pandemic (16).

Although reassortment is often associated with the emergence of IAV pandemic strains, it is likely not sufficient to give rise to highly fit, antigenically shifted variants. Indeed, experimental coinfection of pigs with swine IAVs of the precursor lineages to the 2009 pandemic strain did not yield a pandemic-like genotype at detectable levels (72). In other experimental settings, mutations selected following reassortment have been shown to compensate for genetic incompatibilities and thereby increase fitness of reassortant viruses. For example, amino acid substitutions in HA were found to reduce HA-NA mismatch in human-avian reassortant viruses (73, 74). Evidence of this phenomenon occurring in nature has also been reported in the context of intrasubtype reassortment of seasonal IAV (75). Owing to the difficulty of detecting low fitness precursors, and of differentiating adaptation to a new genetic context from adaptation to a new host, it is more challenging to demonstrate this phenomenon for pandemic IAV. Nevertheless, for a shifted virus
to be evolutionarily successful, mutations are likely needed to ease segment mismatch that arises from the reassortment event.

Before discussing segment mismatch and its causes in more detail, we will briefly consider other factors that impact the frequency of reassortment. In addition to viral genetic compatibility, virus extrinsic factors, such as the timing and dose of infection, have been shown to impact reassortment outcomes by altering the likelihood of co-infection.

**Reassortment efficiency in the absence of segment mismatch**

Although multiple methods exist by which to evaluate IAV reassortment in the laboratory (reviewed in (76)), studies regarding the circumstances that allow for robust reassortment are often confounded by segment mismatch. In order to examine the conditions that favor IAV reassortment and to determine a baseline frequency for this process, we developed a system that allowed IAV reassortment in the absence of segment mismatch. This system employed two influenza A/Panama/2007/99 (H3N2) [Pan/99] viruses that were phenotypically similar but genotypically distinct (77). Up to six silent mutations were introduced into the open reading frames (ORF) of each of the eight Pan/99 segments of one virus and it was designated as variant, or VAR. These mutations did not alter the fitness of the virus detectably but allowed for differentiation of the VAR virus from the wild-type (WT) Pan/99 virus using the post-PCR method high resolution melt (HRM) analysis (78). In this way, progeny viruses produced from WT/VAR co-infected cells could be genotyped in a streamlined fashion using HRM analysis, without the need for partial or full sequencing of virus isolates. Two different epitope tags were also introduced into the HA proteins of these viruses, to allow enumeration of infected and co-infected cells by flow cytometry. Because these two viruses were of the same strain background, the virus pairing was devoid of segment
mismatch. Using this system, we showed that reassortment was highly efficient in cell culture under high multiplicity conditions, with an average of 88% of the analyzed virus isolates containing a reassortant genome (77). Additionally, we found that the frequency of reassortment was dose-dependent, with higher levels of co-infection in vitro and higher inoculum dose in vivo resulting in increased reassortment. The observed dose dependency of reassortment was partly explained by Poisson statistics dictating the levels of co-infection; however, comparison to a computational simulation of co-infection and reassortment in cell culture indicated that reassortment was markedly more efficient than predicted based on random distribution of eight-segmented viruses into cells (79). A combination of further modeling and experimentation revealed that the abundant reassortment observed could be explained by high levels of incomplete viral genomes within singly-infected cells. In particular, the occurrence of incomplete genomes is thought to increase the proportion of productively infected cells that are co-infected (79). With sequential infection, rather than co-infection, a delay of up to 8 h between the WT/VAR virus inoculations allowed for robust reassortment in vitro, while a delay of up to 12 h allowed for robust reassortment in vivo. However, further time delay between the WT/VAR virus inoculations led to markedly reduced levels of co-infected cells in cell culture, which prevented reassortment. In vivo, a delay of 24 h or more blocked productive infection by the second virus. Stripping of sialic acid receptors from infected cells by NA may contribute to the reduction in superinfection over time (80). By excluding the limitations imposed by segment mismatch, this study demonstrated for the first time that reassortment is efficient both in vitro and in vivo, and that the timing and dose of infection strongly impact the likelihood of reassortment (77, 79, 81, 82). Taken together, the above studies suggest that i) virus extrinsic factors do not limit reassortment appreciably within a co-
infected cell, and ii) virus extrinsic factors such as timing and dose do, however, play a major role in determining the likelihood of co-infection at the levels of both the host and the individual cell.

Segment mismatch

As described above, reassortment occurs frequently in the absence of RNA or protein mismatch. Additionally, numerous studies to date have demonstrated that reassortment is prevalent in nature, in both avian and swine hosts (83-88). However, early evidence suggested that reassortment of IAV genes was not random. In 1979, Lubeck et al. demonstrated that reassortment between influenza A/Puerto Rico/8/34 (H1N1) [PR8] and influenza A/Hong Kong/8/68 (H3N2) viruses resulted in some segments being randomly distributed, as expected, while other segments appeared to be linked, occurring together with a higher frequency than expected (41). In particular, linkages between the polymerase gene segments PB2-PB1 and PB1-PA derived from the same parental virus were observed, suggesting that either i) these genes interacted with each other during IAV packaging, or ii) optimal protein-protein interactions occurred when these genes originated from the same parental strain, increasing the likelihood of detecting progeny viruses with these gene combinations (41). Later, using statistical approaches, the nonrandom association of IAV genes during reassortment was confirmed (42, 89). Similarly, multiple studies undertaken for risk assessment purposes have demonstrated that certain reassortants derived from i) swine IAVs and human IAVs and ii) avian IAVs and human IAVs have fitness defects when compared to the parental strains, suggesting incompatibilities between specific heterologous viral components (72, 90-96). These incompatibilities underlie segment mismatch and can be categorized as either RNA mismatch or protein mismatch.

RNA mismatch
RNA mismatch comprises incompatibilities between the viral RNAs (vRNAs) of two different IAV strains, and manifests at the packaging signal regions of IAV segments. Packaging signals direct the incorporation of the eight vRNAs into new virus particles. During reassortment, mixing of gene segments occurs, thus juxtaposing heterologous viral packaging signals.

**IAV packaging.** An IAV particle is only fully infectious if it contains one copy of each of the eight viral segments, as shown in Fig. 1. For many years, the mechanism by which packaging of eight distinct segments was achieved remained under debate. It was thought that either i) the packaging of the IAV genome was random, or ii) the packaging of the IAV genome was a selective process. Random assembly would require a full infectious genome to be generated purely by chance and, with eight segments, the probability of this occurring is 1/416 \( (97) \). A major argument in favor of a random packaging model was that observed PFU per particle ratios of IAV were low, in the range of 1/10 to 1/100 \( (98-100) \). Furthermore, if virus particles are able to package nine or more segments, this would bring the probability of packaging the eight distinct segments needed to make an infectious virus into the range of observed PFU/particle values \( (97) \). Some studies offered support for packaging of greater than eight segments per virion. Results of one such study showed that 3-5% of analyzed virions incorporated two different reporter versions of the same vRNA segment, and the authors estimated that IAVs must package 9 to 11 segments for this to occur by chance \( (101) \). In another study, reverse genetics techniques were used to produce an IAV that required delivery of nine segments to a cell to initiate productive infection \( (97) \). For these reasons, a model in which IAV randomly incorporated 9 to 11 vRNPs per particle was plausible. However, strong evidence now suggests that a selective IAV packaging mechanism is at work. This evidence has been reviewed recently \( (102) \). Briefly, studies in the 1970s revealed that the eight IAV gene segments were present in equimolar ratios in a virus population \( (103) \) and that
most IAV plaque-forming units contained a single full set of segments (41, 104). In addition, virus populations released from cells that contained unequal copy numbers of the eight segments were nevertheless found to carry equal copy numbers of the vRNAs (105, 106). In subsequent years, fluorescence in situ hybridization analysis of vRNA composition in individual virions revealed that a majority of IAV particles contained eight distinct segments and packaged a single copy of any given gene (107). In addition, two virus-like RNAs developed from the same vRNA species were shown to compete for packaging (108), in agreement with previous studies demonstrating that defective interfering (DI) and standard segments of the same vRNA species compete for packaging (109-112). Taken together, these studies offered substantial support for a selective packaging mechanism and the existence of elements present in IAV viral ribonucleoprotein complexes (vRNPs) that allow for segment differentiation during packaging.

**Packaging signals and segment interactions.** IAV packaging signals direct the incorporation of each IAV segment into assembling virus particles. These packaging signals have been found to be segment and strain specific and comprised of both untranslated region (UTR) and coding sequence at the 3’ and 5’ end of each segment. A study reported in 2003 represented the first description of a defined segment specific packaging signal for IAV (113). An influenza A/WSN/33 (H1N1) [WSN] NA construct was designed that contained GFP inserted in place of the NA coding region, flanked by 202 nt of the wild-type NA 3’ end (UTR + 183 nt coding region) and 185 nt of the wild-type NA 5’ end (UTR + 157 nt coding region). After serially passaging a virus containing this NA construct, it was demonstrated that this model NA segment was efficiently incorporated into virus particles over time. Subsequently, another construct identical to the first was designed except with the coding regions removed. In the absence of these coding nucleotides, the NA segment was no longer efficiently packaged, although it was still replicated (113). Packaging signals have since
been defined for the remaining seven WSN IAV segments and found to comprise similarly broad regions of the 3’ and 5’ termini (114-118). A handful of studies also suggest that internal nucleotides outside the mapped termini may also contribute to packaging (119-121). Additionally, the amino acid sequence of the viral nucleoprotein (NP) might play an important role in directing packaging of the IAV segments (122). This NP amino acid code does not alter the role of packaging signals as previously described; rather, it may act in concert with the RNA-based packaging signals to instruct IAV segment bundling.

Elegant transmission electron microscopy studies have helped to visualize how the eight segments are arranged within a virus particle. By transversely sectioning viruses as they were budding off host cell membranes, Kawaoka and colleagues showed that IAV gene segments were arranged in a distinct “7+1” pattern, with seven segments in a circle surrounding one central segment as shown in Fig. 1 (123, 124). An array of IAVs were tested in this manner, including human, swine, and avian strains, and the same arrangement was observed for all strains tested. IAVs with spherical particles as well as filamentous particles were subsequently examined, with the same result (123). Therefore, it is likely that this arrangement is consistent across all budding IAVs. To date, the identity of the segments in this “7+1” pattern remains unknown; however, using electron tomography and characterizing the segments based on length, it was shown via sectioning of IAV particles that the identity of the central segment was likely PB2, PB1, PA, or HA (125).

The observation that the location (but not necessarily segment order or identity) of vRNAs within a virion is consistent, at least during budding, raises the question: how are the segments being held in this position? The presence of electron density between vRNPs suggested the existence of direct contacts, both between segments in the outer “7+1” circle and between the central segment and outer segments (125). Fournier et al. confirmed the presence of interactions between the segments
via electron tomography, and also showed that these interactions are likely occurring between the packaging signal regions of the IAV segments as previously mapped, as the locations of the interactions overlapped with the earlier described terminal packaging signal locations for each segment (126).

**Packaging signal mismatch.** Based on the majority of evidence gathered to date, a leading model of IAV genome packaging is that the vRNAs are arranged in a particular pattern during virion assembly and interact with each other via base-pairing interactions between adjacent packaging signal sequences. If sequence specific RNA-RNA interactions mediate selective genome assembly as this model suggests, it follows that segment mismatch at the RNA level would result from nucleotide differences among IAV strains. During IAV evolution, the RNAs of a given virus strain evolve coordinately, leading to optimal interactions among segments (Fig. 2a-b). When two divergent IAV strains undergo reassortment, the interactions between heterologous segments are expected to be less efficient since the precise sequences mediating these interactions might not be conserved (Fig. 2c). These inefficient interactions between vRNAs could, in turn, disfavor the production of certain reassortant genotypes. Indeed, packaging signal mismatch has been shown to dictate reassortment outcomes (127-129).

In an elegant series of experiments, Essere et al. showed that reassortment between influenza A/Moscow/10/99 (H3N2) and influenza A/Finch/England/2051/91 (H5N2) viruses resulted in strongly biased reassortment, with the H5 HA segment being unable to enter a H3N2 background (129). However, when packaging signals from the H3 HA segment were grafted onto the H5 HA segment, this allowed for efficient incorporation of the H5 HA segment into a H3N2 background, demonstrating that packaging signal mismatch was inhibiting the formation of these reassortant progeny. Additionally, the incorporation of the H5 HA segment (with H5 packaging signals) could
be achieved if accompanied by the H5N2 M segment, suggesting that the HA and M segments of this IAV strain interact at the level of genome assembly (129).

Influenza A and B viruses co-circulate in humans but never undergo reassortment. The reason for this could be multifactorial, but Baker et al. showed that by grafting IAV packaging signals onto full-length influenza B virus HA or NA glycoproteins, reassortant viruses could be rescued that contained either the influenza B virus HA, NA, or both in an IAV background (128). Their study demonstrated that packaging signal divergence between influenza A and B viruses is at least partly responsible for the lack of intertypic reassortment in nature. Interestingly, this study also serves as an example of RNA incompatibility with protein compatibility, as full-length influenza B virus HA protein was able to functionally complement an HA-deficient IAV (128).

Using a co-infection system based on Pan/99 WT and VAR viruses (described above), we recently examined the potential for packaging signal differences between seasonal H3N2 and pH1N1 viruses to shape reassortment outcomes. The advantage of this approach is that the co-infecting WT and VAR viruses are identical at the protein level, ensuring that biases in reassortment can be fully attributed to RNA sequence. Our data revealed that the presence of pH1N1 virus-derived packaging signals on the WT HA segment led to it being significantly under-represented in reassortant progeny viruses compared to a control virus that carried homologous Pan/99 packaging signals. These results confirmed the findings of Essere et al. that heterologous packaging signals on the HA segment can restrict reassortment and extended their observation to an H3N2 / H1N1 virus pairing. However, when the NA and NS segments were analyzed in a similar manner, the presence of homologous vs. heterologous packaging signals had no significant effect on packaging efficiency (127). Thus, this study suggests that the sensitivity to changes in packaging signal sequence may vary with segment.
Additionally, Gao and Palese successfully prevented IAV reassortment by rewiring the packaging signals of the HA and NS segments. Using the PR8 (H1N1) strain background, they grafted HA-specific packaging signals onto the NS segment and grafted NS-specific packaging signals onto the HA segment (130). This first-generation chimeric virus was able to undergo reassortment with the wild-type virus. However, after the original packaging signal sequences in terminal regions of the ORFs were disrupted via silent mutation, the chimeric virus lost its ability to reassort with the wild-type virus. This study provides further evidence for the role of packaging signals in IAV reassortment.

**Protein mismatch**

Similar to vRNAs, the proteins of the same virus strain co-evolve, so that the interactions between them are optimal (Fig. 2a-b). During reassortment, progeny viruses can form that are not severely affected by packaging signal mismatch, but encode proteins that are not compatible (Fig. 2c). While RNA mismatch can limit the diversity of IAVs formed after a co-infection event, protein mismatch manifests only after the formation of progeny viruses, when the newly-formed reassortants spread to new host cells (Fig. 3).

**PB2-PB1-PA-NP mismatch.** Mismatch among the polymerase components is a common form of protein mismatch. Reassortment between influenza A/equine/Prague/1/56 (H7N7) [Prague] and influenza A/Yokohama/2017/03 (H3N2) [Yokohama] viruses was shown to be restricted by incompatibilities between the subunits comprising the vRNP complex (PB2, PB1, PA, and NP) (131). The combination of Prague PB2, Prague PB1, and Yokohama PA resulted in the inability of the three subunits to form the heterotrimer necessary for IAV transcription and replication. Compensatory mutations in PB2 and/or PA allowed for increased replicative activity, suggesting that low activity of chimeric RNP complexes can be a limiting factor in IAV reassortment. Hatta
et al. made a similar observation using influenza A/Memphis/8/88 (H3N2) [Mem/88] and influenza A/Mallard/New York/6750/78 (H2N2) [Mal/NY] viruses. They were able to generate reassortant viruses containing either PB2/PB1/PA or PB2/PB1/PA/NP from Mem/88 in a Mal/NY background but were unable to generate viruses containing only the PB1 and PA genes of Mem/88 in a Mal/NY background, demonstrating the incompatibility of polymerase subunits between these two virus strains (132).

Similar studies have been undertaken utilizing viruses of the pH1N1 lineage in combination with heterologous IAV strains. In two such studies, reassortant viral polymerase complexes were generated and polymerase activity was compared to that of the wild-type polymerase complex (133, 134). Resulting data independently showed that i) the combination of pH1N1 PB2 and seasonal H1N1 (sH1N1) PB1 significantly reduced polymerase activity, and that a compensatory mutation in the sH1N1 PB1 could help alleviate this mismatch, and ii) replacing the pH1N1 PB2 or PB1 was less detrimental to polymerase activity than replacing the pH1N1 PA. Our own data on reassortment between pH1N1 and seasonal H3N2 viruses similarly revealed that replacement of the pH1N1 PA with that of the H3N2 virus was strongly disfavored. In particular, minireplicon studies and reassortment patterns indicated the pH1N1 PB2 required the cognate PA to support high polymerase activity and virus viability (69). Co-assortment of PB2 and PA of pH1N1 was also noted by Schrauwen et al. (70). Finally, an in-depth analysis of the heterologous PB2\text{\_pH1N1}:PA\text{\_H3N2} pairing revealed that the defect lied in impaired replication-initiation relative to the full pH1N1 polymerase complex, and that this phenotype mapped largely to PA\text{\_H3N2} residues 184N and 383N (135). Overall, these data suggest that reassortment between various IAV lineages is limited by polymerase subunit mismatch.
**HA-NA mismatch.** Another common example of protein incompatibility is between the functions of the HA (receptor-binding) and NA (receptor-destroying) IAV glycoproteins. The function of these proteins must be balanced in order for incoming virus to attach to host cells and be successfully released at the end of the viral life cycle (136). A substantial body of literature indicates that, when these proteins are in imbalance, viruses exhibit fitness defects. Some examples of this literature follow. Studies performed with influenza A/USSR/90/77 (H1N1) [USSR] showed that reassortant viruses containing the USSR NA gene and HA genes of H3, H4, H10, or H13 subtypes exhibited extensive virion aggregation, and that treatment with a bacterial neuraminidase was able to irreversibly dissociate these virion clumps (137, 138). A subsequent study suggested that the USSR NA gene was essentially non-functional in both the reassortant and parental strains and, in the reassortant viruses, this functional defect could be compensated for by mutations in the HA segment which led to decreased sialic acid affinity (73). In the same study discussed above in the context of polymerase mismatch, Hatta et al. were able to generate viruses containing the HA and NA genes from Mem/88 (H3N2) in a Mal/NY (H2N2) background, but were unable to generate viruses containing only the HA or the NA gene from Mem/88, demonstrating the importance of having a functional balance between HA and NA genes for successful IAV replication (132). Castrucci and Kawaoka generated a mutant WSN (H1N1) virus that had a 24 amino acid deletion in the NA stalk, which rendered the virus unable to replicate in embryonated chicken eggs due to defective NA function (139). However, passage of this mutant virus in eggs resulted in egg-adapted viruses which were able to replicate efficiently. Half of these adapted viruses displayed reduced affinity for sialic acid residues when compared to the parental virus, and analysis of the HA gene sequence of one of these viruses revealed mutations near the receptor binding site (140). Thus, reduction in HA affinity was found to compensate for low NA activity.
These findings underscore the importance of balanced HA-NA function for viral fitness and highlight the role of mutation in correcting functional imbalances.

**NS-vRNP mismatch.** A third example of protein mismatch involves gene products of the IAV NS segment in combination with the vRNP components. The NS segment encodes two proteins: the non-structural protein 1 (NS1) and the non-structural protein 2 (NS2). NS1 allows IAV to evade the host antiviral response by delaying the onset of interferon production (141). NS2, also referred to as the nuclear export protein (NEP), interacts with nucleoporins in the host cell nuclear membrane, enabling IAV vRNPs to exit the nucleus (142). In addition to these classical roles, it has also been shown that both NS proteins influence viral transcription and replication. For example, the addition of NS2 to vRNP reconstitution assays alters the relative accumulation of mRNA, cRNA, and vRNA, resulting in a shift towards replication products (vRNA and cRNA) and away from transcription products (mRNA) (143). Additionally, co-immunoprecipitation assays have revealed that NS1 interacts physically with vRNPs (144, 145), while genetic approaches suggest a role in the regulation of vRNA production (146). NS1 also contributes to control of viral gene expression by enhancing the translation of viral proteins (147-149).

Using highly pathogenic avian influenza viruses, Wang et al. introduced NS segments from either influenza A/goose/Guangdong/1/96 (H5N1) [GD/1], influenza A/Vietnam/1203/2004 (H5N1), or influenza A/Mallard/NL/12/2000 (H7N3) viruses into an influenza A/FPV/Rostock/1934 (H7N1) background by reverse genetics. Cells infected with the virus containing the GD/1 NS segment accumulated more mRNA, cRNA, and vRNA than cells infected with the parental H7N1 virus or the other NS reassortants (150), demonstrating how a heterologous NS segment can alter the efficiency of viral RNA synthesis. Subsequent RNP reconstitution assays suggested that the NS1
protein, in concert with other host or viral factors, was responsible for the observed differences in RNA accumulation.

NS1 can bind to cleavage and polyadenylation specificity factor 30 (CPSF30), a cellular factor involved in processing the 3’ ends of cellular pre-mRNAs (151-153). The IAV polymerase complex (PB2, PB1, PA, and NP) was shown to stabilize the binding of NS1 to CPSF30 and, furthermore, PA and NP were responsible for mediating this stability (154). Interestingly, this stabilization could only be achieved with homologous NS1-polymerase components; the polymerase complex of influenza A/Udorn/307/72 (H3N2) virus was unable to stabilize a NS1-CPSF30 complex containing an influenza A/Hong Kong/483/97 (H5N1) virus NS1 protein, and vice versa (154, 155). As successful binding of NS1 to CPSF30 is important for helping control the production of interferon by the host cell, mismatch between NS1 and specific vRNP components can lead to inadequate control of the host immune response in IAV-infected cells.

To examine the fitness of viruses encoding heterologous vRNP and NS proteins, Shelton et al. rescued viruses containing PB2/PB1/PA/NP from a pH1N1 virus and an NS segment from either pH1N1, PR8 (H1N1), or influenza A/England/612/2003 (H3N2) viruses. Experiments in A549 cells showed that the viruses containing either heterologous NS produced less vRNA at 7 h and 24 h post-infection compared to the virus containing the homologous NS segment (156). The observed differences in vRNA production could potentially be mediated through either NS1 or NEP function (or both). The authors suggest NS1, since the homologous NS1 lacks the ability to bind to CPSF30. While this inability to bind CPSF30 would lessen control of interferon production by the host cell, the authors argue it could also lead to an increase in polymerase function and therefore an increase in vRNA levels. Additionally, in mice, the virus with the homologous NS produced the most weight loss, the highest viral load and greatest interferon-β production. These
results suggest that NS-vRNP mismatch can lessen virulence by reducing replicative fitness (156). Taken together, mismatch between NS and vRNP components can alter essential viral processes, control of host immune responses, and ultimately decrease the fitness of reassortant progeny.

**Additional remarks.** Owing to the large number of physical and functional interactions among viral proteins that are critical for maintaining viral fitness, and the diversity of amino acid sequences represented in circulating IAVs, protein mismatch is a complex phenomenon. Although much progress has been made in characterizing mismatch between heterologous viral proteins, results are often seen to depend on the parental strain pairing. While this reality makes predictions of protein compatibility for a given pair of parental strains extremely challenging, documentation of mismatch in reassortant viruses remains a useful tool for deciphering functional interactions occurring throughout the viral life cycle. In other words, where incompatibilities occur, interactions can be detected. Although the same mismatch may not be apparent with a different pairing of parental viruses, the functional interaction identified is likely to be broadly conserved.

**Advantages of reassortment between heterologous IAVs**

Although often constrained by segment mismatch, reassortment can also facilitate host adaptation, an increase in host range, or evasion from pre-existing immunity (157, 158). Most notably, reassortant viruses that derive a subset of gene segments from non-human hosts were seen to cause the last three pandemics. In this natural situation, post-reassortment adaptive changes were likely needed to achieve high fitness. In addition, however, multiple experimental studies using avian plus human, swine plus human or human plus human IAV strains have demonstrated that, even though some reassortant viruses displayed relatively low fitness, others exhibited high levels of
genetic compatibility and increased pathogenicity or transmissibility when compared to the parental strains in model systems (70, 159-163).

Multiple risk assessment studies to date in the mouse model have demonstrated an increase in IAV virulence following reassortment. For example, incorporation of the PB1 gene from an avian H5N1 virus into a background of human H3N2 internal genes led to increased pathogenicity (92). Based on these results, and the derivation of the PB1 segment from avian IAVs in the 1957 and 1968 pandemic strains, the authors postulated that acquisition of an avian PB1 gene by a human IAV might allow for the reassortant to outcompete currently circulating IAVs (20, 92). In a panel of H5N1 subtype reassortants where each contained one internal H9N2 gene, viruses containing the H9N2 PB2 gene were attenuated in mice compared to the parental virus strains, while viruses containing the H9N2 PA or NP genes were 100% lethal in mice (164). Strikingly, none of the other viruses tested, including the parental strains, caused any mortality. Furthermore, the presence of the H9N2 PA or NP gene conferred a wider tissue tropism in mice and an increase in polymerase activity, while the presence of the H9N2 PB2 gene resulted in a decrease in polymerase activity. Ma et al. rescued a H7N1 virus containing a H5N1 NS gene and showed that the reassortant virus could replicate more effectively in cell culture than the wild-type H7N1 virus (165). Additionally, the reassortant virus caused morbidity and mortality in mice, while the wild-type virus was unable to successfully replicate in mice. These data highlight how segment mismatch can limit the fitness of certain reassortant genotypes while other combinations of heterologous segments can confer an advantage in replication or tissue tropism.

Two additional reverse genetics-based risk assessment studies examined the fitness of pH1N1 and H5N1 reassortant viruses. Cline et al. demonstrated that a pH1N1 virus containing a H5N1 HA gene was able to replicate more efficiently than both the parental viruses and all other reassortant
viruses tested in MDCK and A549 cells (166). In addition, mice infected with the H5 HA-containing virus exhibited increased pulmonary disease compared to mice infected with either parental strain, but this virus failed to transmit in a ferret model. Generating 127 reassortant viruses between a pH1N1 isolate and a highly pathogenic H5N1 strain, Zhang et al. identified single gene reassortants that conferred aerosol transmission in a guinea pig model to the contact-transmissible H5N1 virus (167). Both the pH1N1 PA and NS genes were individually found to allow for respiratory droplet transmission of H5N1 subtype reassortants in guinea pigs.

Taken together, these data offer examples of the wide array of effects a single reassortment event can have on factors such as virus growth, cell tropism, host range, immune evasion, and transmissibility. While segment mismatch often hinders the assembly or subsequent spread of certain reassortant genotypes (Fig. 3), these constraints can sometimes be minimal, enabling the successful evolution of IAV under selective pressure. Importantly, the impact of segment mismatch on IAV reassortment is determined not only by the degree of RNA- and protein-based incompatibilities present between two co-infecting strains, but also by the surrounding host and environmental conditions, which define the selective environment.

Conclusions

When two divergent IAVs co-infect the same cell, the genetic diversity and fitness of reassortant progeny are limited by segment mismatch, or the incompatibilities between heterologous components of parental virus strains. While segment mismatch imposes barriers to reassortment, in some genetic constellations the detrimental effects associated with segment mismatch might be offset by enhancements in immune evasion or host adaptation of the reassortant virus. Due to the complexity of reassortant virus fitness, the models and experimental conditions used successfully
for one study might prove suboptimal for the next. Further studies are therefore needed to more systematically document the underlying mechanisms of segment mismatch. A point of particular interest is the relative contributions of RNA and protein mismatch in determining the outcomes of reassortment between divergent IAV strains. This distinction is important because, once greater mechanistic understanding of IAV genome packaging is achieved, mapping of mismatches among RNA-based packaging signals may allow sequence-based prediction of compatible gene constellations. These studies will yield important contributions towards IAV pandemic preparedness and strengthen efforts to predict and control zoonotic outbreaks.

**Dissertation aims**

The overarching aim of this dissertation was to determine what effect segment mismatch at the RNA level had on IAV reassortment efficiency. Previous work by others prior to the onset of the experiments contained herein had demonstrated proof of principle that RNA incompatibilities between IAVs were sufficient to limit reassortment. This dissertation expands upon these initial findings, quantifying for the first time the impact of RNA mismatch on IAV reassortment efficiency and showing that the importance of this mismatch in IAV reassortment is segment dependent. We then extend these findings to include IAV strains where reassortment events would raise concern for the emergence of a pandemic virus, such as reassortment between avian and human IAVs. We show that mismatch at the RNA level reduces the likelihood that avian-human IAV reassortment would occur. However, this RNA mismatch is not sufficient to completely prevent the formation of reassortant genotypes, as demonstrated in both cell culture and an intact host. These findings highlight the continued need for IAV surveillance, especially in areas where avian and human IAVs are in close proximity.
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Fig. 1. The influenza A virus genome. (a) Schematic diagram of the IAV genome, with the eight RNA genomic segments organized according to size from largest to smallest. (b) Arrangement of the IAV genome within a virus particle, demonstrating the “7+1” pattern of the eight viral segments as observed via transmission electron microscopy performed by Noda et al. One central segment is surrounded by seven outer segments. However, the identity of the segments arranged in this pattern, as well as the precise interaction network between the segments, remains unknown. The glycoproteins present on the viral membrane have been removed for clarity.
Fig. 2. Reassortant influenza A viruses can have suboptimal RNA and/or protein interactions. During IAV evolution, the genomes and proteins of an individual strain co-evolve alongside one another, resulting in optimal interactions (a and b). During reassortment, the genomes of the two co-infecting strains are mixed. This can result in suboptimal interactions between the genomic segments and/or encoded proteins, leading to viruses that are less fit compared to the parental strains (c).
**Fig. 3.** Manifestations of segment mismatch during the influenza A virus life cycle. When two different IAVs co-infect the same cell, their genomes mix, resulting in the genomic assembly of viral ribonucleoprotein complexes (vRNPs) from either the same virus (as shown in blue) or from different viruses (as shown in blue and orange). The interactions that occur between segments, most likely at the packaging signal regions (dotted lines between colored rectangles), might be optimal when segments originate from the same parental virus, thus facilitating packaging. Conversely, these interactions might be suboptimal or non-existent (black x’s) between heterologous segments due to nucleotide differences, and thus formation of these progeny genotypes would be restricted due to RNA mismatch. Protein mismatch manifests later, after reassortant viruses have budded from the host cell and go on to infect new cells. Incompatibilities
between polymerase subunits or HA-NA proteins, among others, can prevent the successful formation of progeny viruses, resulting in an abortive infection. Proteins and RNAs are shown with the same color for clarity; however, in co-infected cells, proteins derived from co-infecting viruses are thought to mix.
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Abstract

Influenza A virus (IAV) RNA packaging signals serve to direct the incorporation of IAV gene segments into virus particles, and this process is thought to be mediated by segment-segment interactions. These packaging signals are segment- and strain-specific, and as such, they have the potential to impact reassortment outcomes between different IAV strains. Our study aimed to quantify the impact of packaging signal mismatch on IAV reassortment using the human seasonal influenza A/Panama/2007/99 (H3N2) and pandemic influenza A/Netherlands/602/2009 (H1N1) viruses. Focusing on the three most divergent segments, we constructed pairs of viruses that encoded identical proteins but differed in the packaging signal regions on a single segment. We then evaluated the frequency with which segments carrying homologous vs. heterologous packaging signals were incorporated into reassortant progeny viruses. We found that, when the HA segments of co-infecting parental viruses were modified, there was a significant preference for the segment containing matched packaging signals relative to the background of the virus. This preference was apparent even when the homologous HA constituted a minority of the HA segment population available in the cell for packaging. Conversely, when NA or NS segments carried modified packaging signals, there was no significant preference for homologous packaging signals. These data suggest that movement of NA and NS segments between the human H3N2 and H1N1 lineages is unlikely to be restricted by packaging signal mismatch, while movement of the HA segment would be more constrained. Our results indicate that the importance of packaging signals in IAV reassortment is segment dependent.

Importance
Influenza A viruses (IAVs) can exchange genes through reassortment. This process contributes to both the highly diverse population of IAVs found in nature and the formation of novel epidemic and pandemic IAV strains. Our study sought to determine the extent to which IAV packaging signal divergence impacts reassortment between seasonal IAVs. Our knowledge in this area is lacking, and insight into the factors that influence IAV reassortment will inform and strengthen ongoing public health efforts to anticipate the emergence of new viruses. We found that the packaging signals on the HA segment, but not the NA or NS segments, restricted IAV reassortment. Thus, the packaging signals of the HA segment could be an important factor in determining the likelihood that two IAV strains of public health interest will undergo reassortment.

Introduction

Influenza A virus (IAV) is a member of the Orthomyxoviridae family and contains a negative-sense, single-stranded RNA genome with eight distinct gene segments (1). During co-infection of a cell with two or more IAVs, the multipartite nature of its genome allows the virus to undergo reassortment (gene segment exchange), resulting in the production of progeny viruses that are genetically distinct from both of the parental viruses (2). Reassortment events gave rise to the last three IAV pandemic strains (3-5), resulting in high mortality as well as increased economic burdens (6-8). In addition, reassortment within an individual IAV subtype, termed intrasubtype reassortment, contributes to the epidemiology and evolution of seasonal IAVs (9-11).

Although the potential for reassortment in nature is high (2, 12-18), when co-infecting viruses are dissimilar, reassortment is constrained by incompatibilities between heterologous viral components, a phenomenon termed segment mismatch (19, 20). RNA mismatch can limit the
number of genotypically distinct viruses that emerge following a co-infection event, while protein mismatch manifests following spread of reassortant progeny viruses to new cells. Several studies focusing on the outcomes of reassortment between phylogenetically distinct IAVs report biases in the genotypes detected and fitness defects associated with a wide range of reassortant genotypes. This body of work includes examination of reassortment between human H3N2 or H1N1 viruses and avian influenza viruses of the H2N2, H5N1, H7N7, and H9N2 subtypes (21-30); between human IAVs and equine or swine IAVs (31-34); and between human H1N1 and human H3N2 viruses (35, 36). In all cases, reduced fitness of certain reassortant genotypes relative to parental viruses is noted. Common sources of mismatch at the protein level include imbalance in HA attachment and NA release functions, and incompatibility among polymerase components (34, 37, 38). Conversely, when co-infecting parental viruses are highly homologous, reassortment occurs readily (39).

RNA packaging signals are segment- and strain-specific regions of IAV viral RNAs (vRNAs) that are comprised of both the untranslated region (UTR) and varying amounts of coding region at both the 3’ and 5’ ends of each segment, and their purpose is to direct the incorporation of IAV segments into newly-forming virus particles (40-45). It has been proposed that the packaging signal regions encompass two distinct signals: a genome incorporation signal, which allows for packaging of that individual segment, and a genome bundling signal, which allows for the incorporation of all eight IAV segments en masse (46). Bundling signals are thought to mediate specific interactions among vRNA segments that ensure subsequent incorporation of eight distinct segments into virions (47-52). Since the packaging signals on any given segment are not fully conserved across different IAV strains, the hypothesis arises that RNA packaging signal divergence may impact IAV reassortment outcomes. During a reassortment event, segments that contain compatible RNA
packaging signals might be favored in order to maintain optimal segment-segment interactions, thus resulting in a loss of reassortment efficiency.

Two elegant studies have provided proof of principle that incompatibility between RNA packaging signals is sufficient to prevent the formation of particular reassortant genotypes (53, 54). Additionally, it has been shown that rewiring the packaging signals between two segments of a single IAV strain prevents its reassortment with a wild-type IAV (55). However, there is a lack of data on i) the quantitative effects of packaging signal mismatch and ii) which segments are subject to this type of mismatch. Therefore, our study aimed to determine the extent to which packaging signal mismatch interferes with reassortment between a seasonal H3N2 and a 2009 pandemic H1N1 strain, with a focus on the three segments with the least-conserved packaging signal regions: HA, NA, and NS. To accomplish this aim, we adapted our previously described system for measuring reassortment (39). This system relies on the use of two A/Panama/2007/99 [P99]-based parental viruses that differ only by silent nucleotide changes in each segment. These changes between wild-type (WT) and silently-mutated segments (VAR, for variant) allow their differentiation using high-resolution melt (HRM) analysis. Virus isolates can thus be fully genotyped using HRM, eliminating the need for partial or full sequencing of each isolate in order to detect and characterize reassortant progeny. To measure the impact of packaging signals on reassortment, we modified the terminal regions of a single segment in each parental virus so that the WT virus had heterologous packaging signals derived from pandemic influenza A/Netherlands/602/2009 (H1N1) [NL] and the VAR virus had homologous, P99, packaging signals. Both viruses encoded wild-type P99 proteins, so that observed phenotypes could be attributed to the effects of packaging signals alone. Using this well-controlled system, we show
that sequence divergence in the packaging signals of the HA segment, but not the NA or NS segments, significantly influences reassortment.

**Materials and Methods**

**Cells and viruses.** Madin-Darby canine kidney (MDCK) cells were maintained in minimum essential medium (Gibco) supplemented with penicillin-streptomycin and 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS). Human embryonic kidney cells (293T) were maintained in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium (Gibco) supplemented with 10% FBS. Reverse genetics-derived influenza A/Panama/2007/99 (H3N2) virus (referred to as P99) was used for this study, and packaging signal regions were taken from P99 as well as from influenza A/Netherlands/602/2009 (H1N1) virus (referred to as NL). Virus stocks were generated in 9-11 day old embryonated hens’ eggs (Hy-Line). Viruses with modified HA packaging signals were passaged through eggs once, viruses with modified NA packaging signals were passaged through eggs twice, and virus stocks with modified NS packaging signals were generated by infecting eggs with a plaque isolate derived in MDCK cells from the egg passage 1 stock.

**Design of chimeric segments.** The three segments examined in this study (HA, NA, and NS) had the lowest percent nucleotide identity in the packaging signal regions of the viruses used (Table 1) and were selected for this reason. Chimeric segments were designed as follows, and then synthesized through Genewiz. For HA, NA, and NS, the full P99 open reading frame (ORF) was flanked by 3’ and 5’ packaging signal regions taken from either P99 or NL. For HA, packaging signals regions constituted 136 nt at each of the 3’ and 5’ ends; for NA, packaging signal regions constituted 150 nt at the 3’ end and 200 nt at the 5’ end; and for NS, packaging signal regions constituted 200 nt at each of the 3’ and 5’ ends. To disrupt the native packaging signals in each
segment, the first and last 60 nt of the ORF were modified via silent mutation of every codon (excluding start, stop, Met and Trp codons). To ensure translation initiation at the appropriate start codon, all ATGs in the added 3’ packaging signal region were removed via silent mutation. The constructs were then flanked with BsmBI restriction sites to allow for ligation into the pDP2002 ambisense vector (a generous gift of Daniel Perez, University of Georgia). Construct design was informed by the work of Gao et al. (56) and packaging signal lengths were based on literature compiled by Hutchinson et al. (57).

**Generation of modified viruses.** The constructs described above were each ligated into the pDP2002 reverse genetics vector (58). A variant (VAR) version of each construct with P99 packaging signals was then generated by introducing up to six silent mutations into the ORF via site-directed mutagenesis (see Figure 1C). The mutations introduced correspond to those used in the Pan/99var15 virus described previously (59). These silent mutations allow differentiation of VAR from WT gene segments using HRM analysis and were previously shown to have no detectable effect on viral fitness (39, 59). Plasmids encoding chimeric segments were then used with a pPOL1 P99 reverse genetics system to rescue viruses in a P99 background, following standard procedures (60, 61). Briefly, a 15 plasmid rescue system based on pPOL1 and pCAGGS helper plasmids (PB2, PB1, PA, HA, NP, NA, and NS) was used. At 16-24 hr post-transfection, 293T cells were injected into 9-11 day old embryonated hens’ eggs and incubated for 48 hr to generate virus stocks. Stock titers were then determined via plaque assay on MDCK cells. Chimeric WT segments were rescued in a full P99 WT background, and chimeric VAR segments were rescued in a full P99 VAR background. The VAR mutations for all eight segments have been described previously (39, 59) (Pan/99var15 was used in the present study). All rescued viruses contained only one segment with modified packaging signal regions, as follows. One WT virus
and one VAR virus containing P99 packaging signals was generated for each of the three modified segments of interest (HA, NA, or NS), and one WT virus containing NL packaging signals was generated for each of the three modified segments of interest (HA, NA, or NS). Therefore, a total of nine viruses were rescued as illustrated in Figure 2.

**Sequencing of virus stocks and genotype verification.** The full genomes of all nine virus stocks used in this study were sequenced via Illumina next-generation sequencing through the Emory Integrated Genomics Core (EIGC). Sequences of the grafted packaging signals as well as the serially-mutated P99 ORF regions of each modified segment were confirmed via Sanger sequencing (Genewiz), as analysis of the deep sequencing data revealed an inability to map reads within the pseudo-duplicated regions.

**Viral growth kinetics.** The multi-cycle growth properties of each virus were assessed as follows. Triplicate wells of MDCK cells were infected at a multiplicity of infection (MOI) of 0.01 PFU/cell alongside the P99 wild-type virus as a control. After 1 hr at 33°C, virus inoculum was removed and media containing tosyl phenylalanyl chloromethyl ketone (TPCK)-treated trypsin was added. A sample of medium was collected from each well at 1 hr, 12 hr, 24 hr, 48 hr, and 72 hr post-infection (p.i.), stored at -80°C, and subsequently titered via plaque assay on MDCK cells. Mean titers of the three replicates ± 1 standard deviation (S.D.) were plotted against time. The limit of detection was 50 PFU/mL.

**Co-infection of MDCK cells with modified viruses.** Triplicate wells of MDCK cells were co-infected at an MOI of 5 PFU/cell for each virus (unless otherwise specified) for a final MOI of 10 PFU/cell to ensure high levels of co-infection. Previously published work from our lab using the same A/Panama/2007/99 WT/VAR system reported a high frequency of co-infected cells (~85% of infected cells) at this MOI (62). The control co-infections used WT and VAR viruses with
matched packaging signals on the segment of interest (P99 for both), and the heterologous co-infections used WT and VAR viruses with mismatched packaging signals on the segment of interest (NL and P99, respectively) as shown in Figure 2. Inoculations were performed on ice and, after a 45 min incubation period at 4°C to allow for virus attachment, the virus inoculum was removed and the cells were washed 3x with cold PBS to remove unattached virus. Warm media was then added to allow for synchronized virus entry and the cells were incubated at 33°C for 3 hr. After 3 hr, the media was removed from the cells and replaced with media supplemented with 1M ammonium chloride and HEPES buffer. The absence of TPCK-treated trypsin and the presence of ammonium chloride ensures a single cycle of viral replication. Cells were incubated for an additional 9 hr and then, at 12 hr p.i., supernatants were collected and frozen at -80°C for use in reassortment analyses, and cells were harvested in RNAprotect cell reagent (QIAGEN) for subsequent analysis of RNA by reverse transcription droplet digital PCR (RT ddPCR).

Genotyping viral isolates from co-infected cells. Viruses present in the co-infection supernatants were sampled randomly via plaque-purification on MDCK cells. Well-separated plaque isolates were placed in 150 µL PBS, one isolate per PBS aliquot. Twenty-one virus isolates were picked for each supernatant sample. In total for each set of like co-infections performed, a minimum of 126 plaque isolates were picked. RNA was extracted from the plaque isolates using the Zymo Research ZR-96 Viral RNA kit following the manufacturer’s instructions with the following modification: 40 µL water was used for the elution step. Twelve point eight microliters of RNA was reverse-transcribed using Maxima reverse transcriptase (RT) (Fermentas) following the manufacturer’s instructions. The resultant cDNA was then diluted in water and used in quantitative PCR (qPCR) with Precision Melt Supermix (Bio-Rad) and primers specific for each of the eight segments of P99 virus (Table 2). These primers bind to sequences that do not differ between WT
and VAR viruses, but the ~100 bp amplicons produced contain the region altered in VAR gene segments. qPCR was set up in white, thin-walled, 384-well plates (Bio-Rad) and was run in a CFX384 Real-Time PCR detection system (Bio-Rad). PCR amplification was followed immediately with a melt curve analysis. The conditions of PCR amplification and melt analysis followed the protocol provided with the Precision Melt Supermix. Data were analyzed using Precision Melt Analysis software (Bio-Rad) and comparison to WT and VAR cDNA controls. Thus, the genotype of each segment in each virus isolate was determined to be either WT or VAR depending on which control the melt curves clustered with in the software. Genotype data were analyzed by determining the proportion of genomes that carried the WT version of each of the eight segments. Only reassortant virus isolates were included in these analyses; parental genotypes were excluded due to the possibility that parental-type progeny were produced by singly, rather than co-infected, cells. The data were analyzed using two-way ANOVA with Tukey’s multiple comparisons and means ± 1 S.D. were graphed. All co-infections were performed in triplicate two independent times.

**Determining heterologous segment availability at 12 hr p.i.** The co-infected cells that had been harvested at 12 hr p.i. in RNAprotect cell reagent were either used immediately post-harvest or stored <24 hr at 4° C prior to use. RNA was extracted from the cells using the RNeasy Plus Mini Kit (QIAGEN) following the manufacturer’s instructions with the following modifications: homogenization was achieved via vortexing for 2-3 min; 40 µL water was used for the elution step and allowed to incubate on the membranes of the columns for 1-2 min at room temperature; RNA was eluted by spinning the tubes at 11,000 rpm for 2 min in a Beckman Coulter Microfuge 22R centrifuge. Two micrograms of RNA was then reverse-transcribed using Maxima RT (Fermentas). A no-RT control was run in parallel. cDNA was diluted in water and used in droplet digital PCR
(ddPCR). An overview of the ddPCR protocol is outlined in (63). Briefly, cDNAs were diluted to achieve working concentrations within the linear range, and 8.8 µL of diluted cDNA per sample was combined with 13.2 µL master mix (11 µL QX200 ddPCR EvaGreen Supermix (Bio-Rad) + 2.2 µL 4 µM primer set). The primers used were specific for the 3’ packaging signal region so that the P99 and NL versions of the modified segment present in co-infected cells could be differentiated. All primers used showed no cross-priming (data not shown). A list of the primers used for ddPCR can be found in Table 3. Twenty microliters of each PCR reaction was transferred to a DG8 cartridge (Bio-Rad) alongside 70 µL Droplet Generation Oil for EvaGreen (Bio-Rad) and droplets were generated using a QX200 Droplet Generator (Bio-Rad). Forty microliters of the generated droplets were transferred to a Twin-Tec 96-well PCR plate (Eppendorf) and, after heat-sealing the plate with foil, 40 cycles of PCR were run in a C1000 Touch Thermal Cycler (Bio-Rad) with the following parameters: 95° C for 5 min, [95° C for 30 sec followed by 53.7° C for 1 min] x40, 4° C for 5 min, 90° C for 5 min, and a final hold at 4° C. The ramp rate for all steps was set at 2° C/sec as recommended by the manufacturer. The plate was then read in a QX200 Droplet Reader (Bio-Rad). No-RT control samples were included in the ddPCR analysis as negative controls. ddPCR was run with two technical replicates per sample. The copy number of each segment of interest (segments with modified packaging signal regions) in each sample was determined using QuantaSoft software (Bio-Rad). The total copy number of each segment present in each well of co-infected cells was then calculated and data were graphed as means ± 1 S.D. For HA and NS, ddPCR was performed in parallel with the reassortment analyses (i.e. the same co-infections were used); for NA, ddPCR was performed using co-infections that had been set up under the same conditions and using the same virus stocks as those used to generate the reassortment data.
**Replication efficiencies of heterologous segments.** In order to calculate the replication efficiencies of the chimeric packaging signal segments, co-infected cells were harvested at 12 hr p.i. and processed for RT ddPCR as described above. In addition, viral RNA was extracted from the inoculum used for the co-infections immediately following infection using the QIAamp Viral RNA kit (QIAGEN) according to the manufacturer’s instructions with the following modifications: carrier RNA was not added to the Buffer AVL; 40 µL water was used for the elution, and tubes were spun for 2 min instead of 1 min in a Beckman Coulter Microfuge 22R centrifuge to elute the RNA. Twelve microliters of RNA was reverse-transcribed using Maxima RT (Fermentas). A no-RT control was included in parallel. cDNA was diluted in water and used in ddPCR as described above with the primers listed in Table 3. The copy number of each segment of interest in both the inoculum (input) and the cellular extracts (output) were determined using QuantaSoft software (Bio-Rad), taking into account the dilutions performed to ensure that each cDNA was within the linear range of the assay. The ratio of output to input values for each replicate was then determined, and the means ± 1 S.D. across 2-4 biological replicates performed in triplicate were graphed. Data were analyzed using Student’s t-test.

**Statistical analyses.** All statistical analyses were performed in GraphPad Prism v7.02.

**Results**

**Generation of chimeric IAV segments with identical protein coding regions but differing packaging signal regions.** Broad regions of each of the eight vRNAs that support efficient incorporation into virions have been mapped and include the UTRs as well as varying amounts of 3’ and 5’ coding region, depending on the segment (40-45). To evaluate the impact of heterologous packaging signals on IAV reassortment, we generated WT/VAR virus pairs in the P99 background
in which the WT virus carried NL packaging signals on a single segment. By retaining all P99 ORFs, we aimed to ensure that any bias in reassortment was due to packaging signals rather than incompatibilities occurring at the protein level. In addition, to control for any effects of the engineering that we performed, we produced control segments that carried P99 packaging signals flanking the corresponding P99 ORF. Our chimeric segment design was informed by Gao et al. (56) and included the following three features (see Figure 1). i) The first 60 nt of the 3’ end and the last 60 nt of the 5’ end of the P99 ORF were modified via silent mutation of every codon (excluding start, stop, Met and Trp codons). This step was demonstrated by Gao et al. to be necessary to disrupt native packaging signal function. ii) The ORFs were flanked with packaging signal regions from either P99 or NL. The terminal sequences added on to the HA, NA and NS segments were at least 100 nt in length at either end and were selected based on conservative estimates of the packaging signal locations as mapped by others (see (57) for review). iii) The ATG codons upstream of the true start codon were disrupted via silent mutation, so that translation would result in production of wild-type P99 protein. Each of these chimeric segments was incorporated into a P99 strain background via reverse genetics to produce a total of nine viruses (Figure 2). For each of the segments examined, three viruses were made: i) a WT virus with P99 packaging signals on the segment of interest (e.g. P99wt HA_P99PS), ii) a WT virus with NL packaging signals on the segment of interest (e.g. P99wt HA_NLPS), and iii) a VAR virus with P99 packaging signals on the segment of interest (e.g. P99var15 HA_P99PS) (Figure 2). Labeling as WT or VAR refers to the absence or presence, respectively, of silent genetic tags in each segment (39).

**Viruses with altered packaging signal regions exhibited similar growth kinetics.** To assess whether introduced mutations and added packaging signals affected virus growth, we performed
multi-cycle growth analyses. As fitness differences within each set of three viruses could skew reassortment outcomes, we wanted to ensure that each set of viruses exhibited comparable growth. The P99 wild-type virus (recombinant A/Panama/2007/99, or P99wt) was included as a control in parallel with each set of three chimeric packaging signal viruses rescued per segment. Triplicate wells of MDCK cells were infected with each virus and output titers over time were determined by plaque assay. Compared to the P99wt control, we saw no attenuation of growth due to modification of the HA segment and, at the later time points, two of the modified HA_PS viruses produced higher titers than the control (Figure 3A). In contrast, compared to the P99wt control, we saw ~10-fold attenuation in growth for all of the NA_PS viruses (Figure 3B) and NS_PS viruses (Figure 3C). However, since all three of the modified viruses for each segment exhibited comparable growth phenotypes, we concluded that fitness differences would not bias our co-infection experiments.

**Heterologous segments showed varying efficiencies of replication.** We next addressed how efficiently the heterologous segments within each set of viruses were replicated. The growth curves in Figure 3 suggested that the viruses had approximately equal growth properties; however, these experiments i) involved single infections done under multi-cycle growth conditions, whereas experiments to assess reassortment would use co-infection under single cycle conditions, and ii) growth curves are not a sensitive way to assess replication of a single segment. We therefore applied RT ddPCR to quantify the vRNA copy number of each chimeric segment in the context of co-infection with WT NLPS and VAR P99PS viruses. RNA was extracted from the inoculum (0 hr p.i.) and from the co-infected cells (12 hr p.i.), yielding samples representative of the input vRNA and the output vRNA, respectively. RT ddPCR with primers specific for each chimeric segment (Table 3) was then used to quantify segment copy numbers in each sample. To evaluate
replication efficiency, the fold-increase was calculated as the copy number of output vRNA / input vRNA. For the heterologous HA segments, HA_P99PS was replicated ~2.1x more efficiently than HA_NLPS (Figure 4A). The heterologous NA segments were replicated with comparable efficiency: NA_NLPS had a ~1.2x advantage over NA_P99PS (Figure 4B). For the heterologous NS segments, NS_P99PS was replicated ~2.1x more efficiently than NS_NLPS (Figure 4C). Although the differences in replication for the HA_PS and NS_PS segments are moderate, they could potentially impact reassortment outcomes. For example, if less of the NLPS-containing segment was present in co-infected cells, then the P99PS segment might predominate in reassortant progeny viruses due to its greater availability rather than a preference for homologous packaging signals during genome assembly. As indicated below, we corrected for unequal replication of P99PS and NLPS segments where necessary by altering the input ratio of the co-infecting viruses such that equal or greater amounts of the NLPS segment were present in cells at 12 hr p.i. In this way, if the P99PS segment was favored for incorporation, then the phenotype could be confidently attributed to a packaging defect of the NLPS segment and not to a difference in availability.

**HA segments containing matched packaging signals relative to the background of the virus were significantly favored for incorporation into new virus particles.** To assess whether the packaging signals on the HA segment affected IAV reassortment outcomes, we performed co-infections in MDCK cells with i) P99wt HA_P99PS and P99var15 HA_P99PS viruses as a control, or ii) P99var15 HA_P99PS and P99wt HA_NLPS viruses (see Figure 2). For the control co-infection, 5 PFU/cell of each virus was used. Due to the differences in replication of HA_P99PS and HA_NLPS segments outlined above, the inoculum for the heterologous co-infection was formulated to contain 5 PFU/cell of the P99var15 HA_P99PS virus and >5 PFU/cell of the P99wt HA_NLPS virus. Both co-infections were performed in triplicate on two separate occasions and
limited to a single round of replication by adding ammonium chloride to the medium. At 12 hr p.i. the cell culture supernatants and the infected cell monolayers were harvested. The cells were used to quantify the total number of each modified HA segment available within co-infected cells at 12 hr p.i. Plaque isolates derived from the collected supernatants were genotyped to evaluate reassortment outcomes. Genotype data averaged across all six replicate co-infections are presented in Figure 5A. For each segment, the percentage of virus isolates containing a WT segment was plotted. Reassortment efficiency for these experiments was high: for the heterologous co-infections, 94-100% of isolates had reassortant genotypes.

Since the viruses used in the control co-infection contained P99 packaging signals on all eight segments, we expected an approximate 50:50 distribution of WT:VAR for each segment. We did indeed see this distribution in our data set (black bars, Figure 5A). Similarly, all segments in the viruses used in the heterologous co-infection with the exception of the HA segment had P99 packaging signals. We therefore also expected to see approximately equal incorporation of WT and VAR versions of these seven segments in reassortant progeny, and again this expected result was observed (gray bars, Figure 5A). In the heterologous co-infection, the WT HA segment had NL packaging signals and the VAR HA segment had P99 packaging signals. Our data show that 15% of isolates genotyped contained a WT HA_NLPS segment (Figure 5A). Conversely, in the control co-infection, 60% of isolates genotyped contained a WT HA_P99PS segment. Figure 5B shows that there was on average 3.9x more HA_NLPS than HA_P99PS available in the cells at 12 hr p.i. (gray bars, Figure 5A). Taken together, these data show a clear preference for incorporation of HA segments containing packaging signals that match those of the other seven segments, and this phenotype is due to inefficient incorporation of the HA_NLPS segment and not due to lower availability of the HA_NLPS segment in the cell.
The NA segment with heterologous packaging signals is not disfavored during reassortment. Based on low sequence identity in the packaging signal regions (Table 1), we hypothesized that introduction of NLPS sequences onto the P99 NA segment would disfavor its incorporation, as was seen for HA. However, contrary to our hypothesis, we did not see a significant difference in the incorporation of NA_P99PS vs. NA_NLPS (Figure 6). Co-infections of MDCK cells, genotyping of virus isolates, and enumeration of the NA_PS segments present in the cells at 12 hr p.i. were carried out as described for the HA segment above. For the NA_PS viruses, a 1:1 input ratio of VAR:WT viruses in the control co-infection yielded an approximate 50:50 distribution of WT:VAR for each segment as expected (black bars in Figure 6). However, a 1:1 input ratio of VAR:WT viruses in the heterologous co-infection showed an overrepresentation of VAR across all eight segments (gray bars, Figure 6A), even though there were equal amounts of NA_P99PS and NA_NLPS segments available in the cells at 12 hr p.i. (Figure 6B). As explained above, we expected to see an approximate 50:50 distribution of WT:VAR in all unmodified segments for the heterologous co-infection, since all unmodified segments have P99 packaging signals. Therefore, we repeated the heterologous co-infection experiments using a 1:1.5 input ratio of VAR:WT viruses. After this correction, we saw an approximate 50:50 WT:VAR distribution across the unmodified segments as expected (gray bars, Figure 6C). Focusing on the NA segment, we observed a slight preference for incorporation of the segment containing matched packaging signals, but this bias was not significant (Figure 6C). We observed 1.5x more NA_NLPS than NA_P99PS available in the cells at 12 hr p.i. (Figure 6D), reflecting the adjusted WT input. Taken together, these data suggest that packaging signal divergence on the NA segment does not significantly affect reassortment outcomes between the IAV strains tested.
**Packaging signals on the NS segment do not impact IAV reassortment outcomes.** Compared to the HA and NA segments, the NS segment has a higher percent nucleotide identity in the packaging signal regions of P99 and NL viruses (Table 1). However, it is important to note that the precise nucleotides within these regions that are important for IAV segment incorporation have not been identified; thus, the 17% difference in nucleotide sequence could impact NS segment packaging in the context of a heterologous co-infection. The MDCK cell co-infections, genotyping of virus isolates, and quantification of the NS_PS segments present in co-infected cells at 12 hr p.i. were performed as described above for the HA segment. Somewhat similar to the NA segment co-infections, we found that a 1:1 input ratio of VAR:WT viruses resulted in an overrepresentation of VAR across all eight segments in the control co-infection as well as across all unmodified segments in the heterologous co-infection (Figure 7A). However, even under these conditions, it was clear that the NS_NLPS segment was packaged efficiently, as the % WT for the NS segment was one of the higher values calculated (Figure 7A). Interestingly, this phenotype was observed even though there was less of the NS_NLPS segment available in the cells at 12 hr p.i. when compared to the NS_P99PS segment (Figure 7B).

To verify these data, we repeated the co-infection experiments, this time increasing the amount of WT virus used in both the control (25% increase) and heterologous (50% increase) co-infections but keeping the amount of VAR virus constant. Under these conditions, we observed an approximate 50:50 WT:VAR distribution for all segments in the control co-infection and for all unmodified segments in the heterologous co-infection as expected (Figure 7C). This second set of co-infections confirmed our original findings: the heterologous NS_NLPS segment was not underrepresented when compared to the unmodified segments of the same co-infection (gray bars, Figure 7C) or to the NS_P99PS counterpart in the control co-infection. In this repeat experiment,
approximately equal amounts of the heterologous NS segments were available in the cells at 12 hr p.i. (Figure 7D). Taken together, our data show that packaging signal divergence on the NS segment does not impact IAV reassortment, at least for the strains tested.

Discussion

This study aimed to quantify the impact of packaging signal divergence on IAV reassortment. Toward generating results relevant for currently circulating IAVs, we used human IAV strains of the seasonal H3N2 and pandemic H1N1 lineages. We focused on the HA, NA, and NS segments due to the degree of divergence in the packaging signal regions, between the two strains selected for our experiments and also more generally among IAVs (64). Our knowledge to date on how incompatibilities among vRNAs affect IAV reassortment is limited, in part due to the challenge of finding a system that allows for examination of RNA mismatch in the absence of other confounding factors. To overcome this problem, we applied our previously described WT/VAR system to isolate the effects of mismatch among RNA packaging signals from those of protein mismatch (39).

Our results show that HA segments containing homologous packaging signals were preferentially packaged into P99-based viruses. Under single cycle conditions, 85% of progeny viruses were found to have incorporated the homologous HA_P99PS segment, while 15% of progeny viruses incorporated the heterologous HA_NLPS segment. This preference was observed even when HA segments with heterologous packaging signals constituted a majority of the HA segment pool in the co-infected cells, indicating that the favored incorporation was directed by packaging signals and not by abundance in the cell. Our data are consistent with the observations of Essere et al. (53), and confirm that heterologous packaging signals can limit reassortment. These findings are of
particular interest given the relevance of HA segment reassortment for the formation of antigenically novel IAVs.

In contrast to the HA segment, introduction of NL packaging signals onto the NA or NS segment of P99 virus did not result in a detectable bias in reassortment patterns. These results were unexpected based on our own findings for HA and those of Essere et al., and the low sequence identity between P99 and NL viruses in NS and particularly NA packaging signal regions. Several possible explanations exist. The first is that, despite differences in nucleotide sequence over the broad terminal regions examined, the RNA signals on NA and NS that mediate segment bundling may not differ substantially between NL and P99 viruses. For NS, which has ~83% nucleotide identity between P99 and NL viruses in the packaging signal regions, it is reasonable to propose that the particular nucleotides involved in packaging are conserved (65). For NA, which has ~57% identity in packaging regions, this explanation is less satisfactory. Potentially, however, secondary structures formed by the RNA are critical for packaging, and nucleotide differences between P99 and NL may not disrupt these structures in the NA and NS segments. It has been proposed that interactions between segments during packaging occur through complementary sequences found on local RNA structures, or RNA loops, which are exposed from the viral ribonucleoprotein complexes (vRNPs) (66-69). If the molecular cues for genome assembly found on certain segments are conserved among divergent IAVs, it follows that these signals would be unlikely to restrict heterologous reassortment.

A second possible explanation for the absence of a packaging phenotype for NA and NS is the existence of packaging signals that are outside of the currently mapped terminal regions. A recent study demonstrated that the influenza A/Udorn/307/72 virus PB1 and NA segments were preferentially co-packaged during reassortment with A/Puerto Rico/8/34 virus. The interaction
between these two segments was mapped to an internal region of PB1 comprising nucleotides 1776-2070 (70, 71). Additionally, NS and PB1 from influenza A/Finch/England/2051/91 have been shown to interact via complementary sequences that are located within internal regions of both segments (51). As our study examined only terminal packaging signal regions, we cannot discount the possibility that the P99 NA and/or NS assemble with other segments via sequences within the inner coding region. Similarly, is it formally possible that serial mutation within the terminal ~60 nt of the P99 ORF did not disrupt the nucleotides important for NA and NS packaging, such that P99 sequences directed incorporation of segments, rather than NL-derived terminal sequences. However, Gao et al. demonstrated that a similar strategy was sufficient to disrupt packaging in a PR8 background (56). It is also important to note that multiple reports have documented a key role for the terminal regions in packaging of NA and NS gene segments (41, 45, 49).

A third reason why heterologous packaging signals on NA or NS segments were not found to bias reassortment could be that these two segments are relatively unimportant in the selective process that results in segment bundling. The existence of a hierarchy in which the packaging signals of certain segments have a dominant role in genome assembly has been noted (56, 72). Gao et al. were furthermore able to rescue a seven-segmented IAV that expressed an influenza C virus glycoprotein flanked with HA-specific packaging signals in the place of the HA and NA segments. This virus was stable over multiple passages in eggs despite the lack of NA packaging signals, suggesting that the NA sequences are not critical for incorporation of the other seven segments (73). A subsequent study demonstrated that deleting the packaging signals of the NS segment had no effect on recombinant virus growth, implying that NS packaging signals might also be of lesser importance during genome packaging (56).
It is now well-accepted that packaging of the IAV genome is a selective process (19, 50, 74-77). Since an IAV particle typically does not carry more than eight segments and must carry one copy of each segment to be infectious, high fidelity packaging is needed to ensure viability (52, 78). However, there is a trade-off between infectivity and evolutionary capacity: a very stringent selective packaging mechanism would limit reassortment among IAVs that differ in their packaging signals. In other words, a more flexible packaging mechanism may offer an evolutionary advantage by allowing greater genetic diversification through reassortment (52). Our findings show that movement of the antigenically important HA segment between two human IAV subtypes was disfavored at the level of packaging, while the movement of NS and NA (which also has antigenic properties) was relatively free. These results suggest that packaging is relatively flexible, but that this property varies with segment (and likely also virus strain). Although our data revealed a preference for the HA segment containing homologous packaging signals, the HA segment with heterologous packaging signals was present in 15% of P99-based progeny viruses. In other words, packaging signal mismatch reduced but did not completely block HA reassortment. Low levels of reassortment are expected to be epidemiologically significant if certain reassortant genotypes have a selective advantage, such as immunological novelty (79).

It will be of interest to determine whether the reassortment patterns observed herein extend to other strain pairings. Detailed knowledge of the segment interactions that occur during packaging is currently limited and, importantly, the extent to which the process of IAV genome assembly is conserved among strains remains unclear. As discussed above, sequences or structures involved in packaging may differ between divergent IAVs. In the HA and NA segments in particular, the degree of sequence conservation within mapped packaging signal regions among subtypes is low. In addition, the order in which segments are bundled and the pairwise interactions that make up
the full network of eight vRNPs may not be conserved. Without this detailed knowledge, it is difficult to predict how packaging might shape reassortment between a given pairing of parental viruses. A key question is whether the preference for matched packaging signals on HA holds true across subtypes. The compatibility of zoonotic H5 and H7 subtype strains with seasonal human IAVs is of particular relevance since a reassortment event could lead to the formation of a pandemic strain. Our system is well-suited to give quantitative answers to these important questions.

In summary, the data presented here suggest that movement of the NA and NS segments from viruses of the 2009 pandemic H1N1 lineage into a seasonal H3N2 background would not be significantly restricted by packaging signal mismatch, while movement of the H1 HA segment would be constrained at the level of genome assembly. Thus, our data reveal that the impact of packaging signals on reassortment is segment dependent.
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Figure 1. Chimeric IAV segments have the same protein coding regions but different packaging signal regions. HA, NA, and NS segments with either NL (H1N1) (A) or P99 (H3N2) (B) packaging signals were constructed around the P99 open reading frame (ORF) for that segment. Silent mutations were introduced into the packaging signal regions of the ORF so that packaging would be directed only by the sequences flanking the 3’ and 5’ ends of the ORF. Start codons within the added 3’ packaging signal region were mutated so that translation would result in the production of full-length wild-type protein. A variant, or VAR, version of B was generated via silent nucleotide changes in the ORF (C). Segments are shown in positive sense for clarity. Chimeric segments were then cloned into the pDP2002 ambisense vector to allow for recovery of infectious virus from cDNA.
Figure 2. Viruses generated to evaluate the effects of packaging signal divergence on IAV reassortment. Viruses were rescued in a P99 background (black segments) with either P99 packaging signals (black boxes) or NL packaging signals (white boxes) on the HA, NA, or NS segments. Each virus contained one segment with modified packaging signals, and three viruses were rescued for each segment examined. Within each set of three viruses, one carried the silent VAR mutations that act as genetic tags for genotyping (gray x’s), and the remaining two were WT (no genetic tags). Brackets indicate the virus pairs used for the control and heterologous co-infections. The same VAR virus was part of both virus pairings.
Figure 3. P99-based viruses with chimeric segments exhibited comparable growth phenotypes. Viruses containing chimeric HA (A), NA (B), or NS (C) segments were used to infect triplicate wells of MDCK cells at an MOI of 0.01 PFU/cell and output titers over time were compared to the P99 wild-type (P99wt) control virus. Data are represented as the means ± 1 S.D. The limit of detection was 50 PFU/mL and is indicated by a dashed line.
**Figure 4. Segments with different packaging signal regions were replicated with varying efficiencies.** MDCK cells were co-infected at a high MOI with P99-based viruses containing chimeric HA (A), NA (B), or NS (C) segments. RNA was extracted from both the inoculum (0 hr p.i.) and the cells (12 hr p.i.) and reverse-transcribed into cDNA, which was used as template in ddPCR with primers specific for the 3’ packaging signal region of each segment of interest. The copy number of each segment in the cells (output) was divided by the copy number of each segment in the inoculum (input). Data were analyzed using Student’s *t*-test. Data are represented as the means ± 1 S.D. for 2-4 biological replicates performed in triplicate.
**Figure 5.** HA segments with matched packaging signals were preferentially incorporated into new virus particles. **A.** MDCK cells were co-infected at a high MOI with P99-based viruses containing chimeric HA segments and the genotypes of progeny viruses collected at 12 hr p.i. after one cycle of replication were determined. The percentage of viruses that contained a WT segment (as opposed to VAR) is plotted on the y-axis. The WT HA segment has matched packaging signals for the control co-infection (black bars) and mismatched packaging signals for the heterologous co-infection (gray bars). For all other segments, both WT and VAR contain matched packaging signals. *p < 0.0001 compared to all other values using two-way ANOVA with Tukey’s multiple comparisons. Data are represented as the means ± 1 S.D. for two biological replicates performed in triplicate. **B.** RT ddPCR was used to quantify the number of each HA segment available in the co-infected cells at 12 hr p.i. using primers specific for the 3’ packaging signal region of each segment. The total number of HA copies in each well was calculated and graphed. Data are represented as the means ± 1 S.D.
Figure 6. NA segments with matched packaging signals were not significantly favored for incorporation. MDCK cells were co-infected at a high MOI with P99-based viruses containing chimeric NA segments in either a 1:1 input ratio of VAR:WT (A) or a 1:1 input ratio of VAR:WT for the control co-infection and a 1:1.5 input ratio of VAR:WT for the heterologous co-infection (C). The genotypes of progeny viruses collected at 12 hr p.i. after a single cycle of replication were then analyzed via HRM analysis. The percentage of viruses that contained a WT segment (as opposed to VAR) is plotted on the y-axis. The WT NA segment has matched packaging signals for the control co-infection (black bars) and mismatched packaging signals for the heterologous co-infection (gray bars). For all other segments, both WT and VAR contain matched packaging
signals. n.s. = not significant using two-way ANOVA with Tukey’s multiple comparisons. Data are represented as the means ± 1 S.D. for two biological replicates performed in triplicate for each condition. The data sets used for the control co-infections in (A) and (C) are the same. B and D. RT ddPCR was used to quantify the number of each NA segment available in the co-infected cells at 12 hr p.i. using primers specific for the 3’ packaging signal region of each segment. The total number of NA copies in each well was calculated and graphed. 1:1 input ratio of VAR:WT (B), 1:1.5 input ratio of VAR:WT (D). Data are represented as the means ± 1 S.D.
Figure 7. NS segments with heterologous packaging signals assorted randomly. MDCK cells were co-infected at a high MOI with P99-based viruses containing chimeric NS segments in either a 1:1 input ratio of VAR:WT (A) or a 1:1.25 input ratio of VAR:WT for the control co-infection and a 1:1.5 input ratio of VAR:WT for the heterologous co-infection (C). The genotypes of progeny viruses collected at 12 hr p.i. after one cycle of replication were then analyzed via HRM analysis. The percentage of viruses that contained a WT segment (as opposed to VAR) is plotted on the y-axis. The WT NS segment has matched packaging signals for the control co-infection (black bars) and mismatched packaging signals for the heterologous co-infection (gray bars). For all other segments, both WT and VAR contain matched packaging signals. n.s. = not significant using two-way ANOVA with Tukey’s multiple comparisons. Data are represented as the means ±
1 S.D. for two biological replicates performed in triplicate for each condition. B and D, RT ddPCR was used to quantify the number of each NS segment available in the co-infected cells at 12 hr p.i. using primers specific for the 3’ packaging signal region of each segment. The total number of NS copies in each well was calculated and graphed. 1:1 input ratio of VAR:WT (B), 1:1.5 input ratio of VAR:WT (D). Data are represented as the means ± 1 S.D.
Table 1. % Nucleotide identity in packaging signal regions, P99 (H3N2) vs. NL (H1N1)\textsuperscript{a}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Segment</th>
<th>% Nucleotide Identity</th>
<th>3’ PS Length (UTR + coding)</th>
<th>5’ PS Length (UTR + coding)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PB2</td>
<td>89.7</td>
<td>177 nt</td>
<td>184 nt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PB1</td>
<td>96.9</td>
<td>174 nt</td>
<td>193 nt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA</td>
<td>89.8</td>
<td>174 nt</td>
<td>208 nt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HA</td>
<td>50.0</td>
<td>136 nt</td>
<td>136 nt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NP</td>
<td>87.5</td>
<td>195 nt</td>
<td>174 nt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NA</td>
<td>56.6</td>
<td>150 nt</td>
<td>200 nt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>90.1</td>
<td>275 nt</td>
<td>270 nt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NS</td>
<td>83.3</td>
<td>200 nt</td>
<td>200 nt</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textsuperscript{a}Regions analyzed are conservative estimates of packaging signal lengths, based on data compiled by Hutchinson et al.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Segment</th>
<th>Forward Primer</th>
<th>Reverse Primer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PB2</td>
<td>TGGAATAGAAATGGACCTGTGA</td>
<td>GGTTCCATGTTTTTAACCTTTTCG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PB1</td>
<td>AGGCTAATAGATTTCTCAAGGATG</td>
<td>ACTCTCCCTTTTCTTTGAAAGTGTG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA</td>
<td>TGCAACACTACTGGAGCTGAG</td>
<td>CTCTTTGTCACTCCAATTTTCG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HA</td>
<td>CCTTGATGGAGAAAAACTGCAC</td>
<td>CAACAAAAAGGTCCCATTCC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NP</td>
<td>CAACATACCAGAGGACAAGAGC</td>
<td>ACCTTCTAGGGAGGGTGCGAG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NA</td>
<td>TCGATGATCGACGACGACGAC</td>
<td>TGATTTTTGGAATGCTGTTG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>GATTTGGCCAGCCTACAGC</td>
<td>CCATTTGCCTGGCTGACTA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NS</td>
<td>ACCTGCTTCGCGATACATAAC</td>
<td>AGGGTGCTTCCTCCACTTTTTG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Segment</td>
<td>Forward Primer</td>
<td>Reverse Primer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HA_P99PS</td>
<td>AAGACTATCATTTGCTTTGAGCTAC</td>
<td>GTTGCCGTGCTGTTGTAAT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HA_NLPS</td>
<td>GTTCTGCTATATACATTTGCAACC</td>
<td>GTGTCTACAGTGCTGTTGTAAT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NA_P99PS</td>
<td>CCGATTGGCTCTTCTTTCTTC</td>
<td>TGCTTGAAATGCAATGTTACAG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NA_NLPS</td>
<td>CCATTGGTTCGGTCTGTTTGG</td>
<td>CCAAGTTGAATTGAGTGGCTAA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NS_P99PS</td>
<td>CCAACACTGTGTCAAGTTTCTT</td>
<td>AACACTCAGTTCTTGGGTCCTAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NS_NLPS</td>
<td>CAACACCTTGCAAGCTTT</td>
<td>GCAACACCCAAATCCATG</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Abstract

Influenza A virus (IAV) contains eight distinct genomic segments. For a virus particle to be infectious, it must contain one copy of each segment. During virus assembly, terminal regions of the segments termed packaging signals allow for differentiation of the eight segments. The current working model is that interactions between segments occur during assembly at the packaging signal regions; however, it is unknown which nucleotides of each segment are important for mediating this packaging process. This study aimed to identify nucleotides that are critical for directing packaging of the hemagglutinin (HA) segment. Influenza A/Panama/2007/99 (P99; H3N2)-based viruses were rescued with P99 HA open reading frames carrying either influenza A/Netherlands/602/2009 (NL; H1N1) packaging signals or P99 packaging signals as a control. These two viruses were then serially passaged ten times in MDCK cells, and compensatory mutations in the heterologous H1N1 HA packaging signals that were absent in the control HA segment were identified via Sanger sequencing. A single mutation in the 5’ HA packaging signal region, T1864C, was identified in all three independent heterologous lineages post-passage. However, despite being selected for three independent times, this mutation did not confer an increase in packaging efficiency to the passaged heterologous HA segment. A recombinant unpassaged virus containing the T1864C mutation was then generated, and experiments with this recombinant virus failed to show an increase in HA packaging efficiency or virus growth compared to the control virus lacking the mutation. Overall, our approach was unable to identify nucleotides that are important for directing packaging of a HA segment. However, the T1864C mutation could have a yet unidentified role in easing segment mismatch when a H1N1 HA segment enters a H3N2 virus.
Introduction

Influenza A virus (IAV) is a negative sense, single-stranded RNA virus (1). IAV contains eight gene segments which encode a minimum of twelve proteins. The glycoprotein hemagglutinin (HA) is encoded by segment 4 and is one of the major glycoproteins embedded in outer membrane of the virus. HA binds the IAV sialic acid receptor and allows fusion between the viral membrane and the endosomal membrane to mediate infection of a host cell (2).

As a segmented virus, IAV can undergo reassortment, or gene segment exchange, within a cell infected with two or more IAVs. The process of reassortment plays a major role in both epidemic and pandemic influenza. Reassortment among co-circulating strains of the same IAV lineage, such as the H3N2 seasonal lineage, occurs and can result in the formation of new strains of epidemiological significance (3, 4). Additionally, the last three pandemic strains were produced through one or multiple reassortment events involving IAV of distinct lineages (5-7). Of note, the introduction of a novel HA segment was a common factor in each of these pandemics.

The efficiency of reassortment between different IAV strains is likely limited by incompatibilities between the co-infecting viruses at both the RNA and protein levels, a phenomenon termed segment mismatch (8, 9). Indeed, multiple studies to date have demonstrated that heterologous RNAs and heterologous proteins result in a decrease in reassortment efficiency (10-15). Segment mismatch at the RNA level occurs at the packaging signal regions of each IAV segment. These packaging signals are specific to each segment, and direct the incorporation and bundling of the segments during virus assembly (16). Interactions between the segments occur at the packaging signal regions; however, the nature of these interactions has yet to be definitively determined (17, 18). Likewise, the nucleotides that are critical for mediating packaging of each segment and segment-segment interactions are largely unknown to date.
The aim of this study was to identify nucleotides that are critical for mediating packaging of the HA segment. Previous data from our lab showed that heterologous packaging signals on the HA segment limited reassortment efficiency between otherwise similar IAV strains (12). To accomplish this aim, we passaged our previously described viruses (12) in MDCK cells. Briefly, these viruses were influenza A/Panama/2007/99 (P99; H3N2)-based, with the HA segment of each virus carrying either P99 packaging signals or influenza A/Netherlands/602/2009 (NL; H1N1) packaging signals introduced onto the H3N2 HA open reading frame (ORF). During these serial passages, we predicted that mutations would arise in the heterologous packaging signals that would ease segment mismatch, thus allowing better packaging of the HA segment carrying H1 packaging signals into a H3N2 virus. Thus, post-passage we sequenced the HA packaging signal regions of both viruses, looking for compensatory mutations that arose in the heterologous packaging signals but not the homologous packaging signals. We identified a single mutation, T1864C, which did not appear to ease the packaging constraint of the heterologous segment, but could have a currently unidentified role in alleviating segment mismatch between the H1 HA segment and the P99 strain background.

Results

Serial passage of viruses carrying heterologous packaging signals on HA identified possible compensatory mutations. In order to identify nucleotides important for mediating packaging of the HA segment, a serial passage assay was designed. Briefly, P99-based viruses carrying either homologous (P99) or heterologous (NL) packaging signals on HA were passaged ten times in triplicate in MDCK cells (Fig. 1). Post-passage, the packaging signal regions of both HA segments were sequenced, and mutations that arose in the NL but not P99 packaging signal regions were
identified (Table 1). Interestingly, no mutations were observed in the homologous HA segment after ten passages; the introduced packaging signal regions as well as the introduced silent mutations to disrupt native packaging signal function in the HA ORF remained unchanged and intact, respectively (12). Conversely, several mutations were found in the heterologous packaging signal regions; some were partial mutations and some were full conversions (Table 1). A single mutation, T1864C, was identified in all three lineages of the passaged P99 HA_NLPS virus. Position 1864 of this modified HA segment corresponds to position 1668 of the NL/09 HA segment. This mutation lies within the previously mapped 5’ packaging signal region of the HA segment (19). Thus, the nucleotide at position 1864 (1668 of NL/09) could be involved in packaging of the HA segment. Sanger sequencing analysis of the seed virus used for the serial passage inoculation was unable to detect the T1864C mutation in the original virus stock (data not shown). Therefore, this mutation was positively selected for during passage of all three lineages. We then aligned the area of the HA segment containing the identified mutation to other H1 HA segments from well-characterized IAVs (influenza A/PR8/34 and influenza A/WSN/33, with influenza A/Netherlands/602/2009 [NL/09] as a control). The T at this position was 100% conserved (Table 2). Next, we aligned this area to representative IAV isolates sampled over the past 100 years, including 1918 H1N1 viruses, seasonal H1N1 viruses, 2009 pandemic H1N1 viruses, avian H1N1 viruses, swine H1N1 viruses, and H3N2 viruses (data not shown). The T at position 1864 (1668 of NL/09) was found to be 100% conserved across these IAV lineages over time, suggesting an importance in nature for maintaining a T at this position.

**Serial passage of viruses carrying heterologous packaging signals on HA did not increase HA packaging efficiency.** To assess whether serial passage (and the accompanying mutations) conferred an increase in packaging efficiency for the HA segment carrying heterologous H1
packaging signals, we performed a series of co-infection experiments. MDCK cells were co-infected with WT-VAR virus pairs in the P99 background. The WT-VAR virus system has been described previously (20). Briefly, this system utilizes P99-based viruses that differ only in silent mutations introduced into each of the eight segments of one virus. These silent mutations serve as genetic tags which allow for differentiation of WT (untagged) vs VAR (tagged) segments in IAV progeny using high-resolution melt (HRM) analysis. Co-infections were performed as follows: i) unpassaged P99wt HA_NLPS + unpassaged P99var15 HA_P99PS, ii) P10 P99wt HA_P99PS + unpassaged P99var15 HA_P99PS, and iii) P10 P99wt HA_NLPS + unpassaged P99var15 HA_P99PS, the final of which was performed twice using two independent VAR virus stocks. At 12 hr post-infection (p.i.), cell culture supernatants from each of the triplicate co-infections were harvested. Plaque isolates derived from two of the three supernatant samples were then genotyped to determine reassortment outcomes.

Results from the unpassaged heterologous co-infection (P99wt HA_NLPS + P99var15 HA_P99PS) showed the same phenotype we have previously described (12). HA segments carrying heterologous H1 packaging signals are significantly disfavored for incorporation into a H3N2 background, as a majority of the HA segments packaged carried homologous, VAR, packaging signals (Fig. 2a). In the P10 P99wt HA_P99PS + unpassaged P99var15 HA_P99PS co-infection, both HA segments carried homologous P99 packaging signals, so we expected a roughly equal distribution of WT vs VAR HA segments in the reassortant progeny. We observed this predicted phenotype in our data set (Fig. 2b), confirming that serial passage of the homologous HA segment does not alter its preference for packaging compared to an unpassaged HA segment. In the final co-infection, the WT HA segment carried heterologous NL packaging signals and had been passaged ten times, while the VAR HA segment carried homologous P99 packaging signals
and had not been passaged. If serial passage and the accompanying T1864C mutation eased the packaging constraint demonstrated in Fig. 2a, then an increase in packaging of the WT HA segment would be observed. However, increased packaging of the WT heterologous HA segment was not observed in our data set (Fig. 2c-d), as the packaging defect for the WT HA segment was still present. We performed this co-infection two times using different VAR virus stocks, with the same result (Fig. 2c-d). Taken together, these data suggest that serial passage of a virus carrying heterologous packaging signals on HA does not increase the packaging efficiency of the mismatched segment under the conditions tested.

**Generation of an unpassaged recombinant virus containing the T1864C mutation failed to increase HA packaging efficiency.** We observed that serial passage of an HA segment carrying heterologous packaging signals did not increase its packaging efficiency. However, considering that the T1864C mutation arose three independent times during serial passage, we wondered if this single nucleotide change would alter the HA packaging phenotype in the context of an unpassaged virus. To this end, we generated an unpassaged recombinant P99-based virus containing the HA_NLPS T1864C mutation by site-directed mutagenesis and reverse genetics. The presence of the T1864C mutation in the resulting virus stock was confirmed via Sanger sequencing. We then performed co-infections in MDCK cells as follows: P99wt HA_NLPS + P99var15 HA_P99PS (same conditions as in Fig. 2a, as a control) and P99wt HA_NLPS T1864C + P99var15 HA_P99PS (with the WT HA segment containing the introduced T1864C mutation). All viruses used in these co-infections were not passaged. Cell culture supernatants from each of the triplicate co-infections were harvested, and plaque isolates derived from these supernatants were then genotyped to determine reassortment outcomes. As shown in Fig. 3, the presence of the T1864C mutation in the HA segment did not increase the packaging efficiency of an unpassaged heterologous HA segment,
as the % WT HA incorporation for both co-infections were similar. These data show that the substitution of a C for T at position 1864 does not allow for better packaging of an HA segment carrying H1 packaging signals into H3N2 viruses.

**T1864C did not alter IAV growth kinetics.** Although the T1864C mutation did not increase HA packaging efficiency, it could potentially increase the efficiency of another aspect of the viral life cycle, such as replication. In order to assess whether the T1864C mutation increases virus growth, we performed multicycle growth analyses. The P99 wild-type virus (A/Panama/2007/99; P99wt) was included as a control in parallel with the test viruses. MDCK cells were infected in triplicate with either P99wt, P99var15 HA_P99PS, unpassaged P99wt HA_NLPS, or P99wt HA_NLPS T1864C, and output titers over time were determined by plaque assay. Although the three viruses with modified HA packaging signals were slightly attenuated compared to the P99wt control virus, the presence of the T1864C mutation did not confer a growth advantage relative to the parental HA_NLPS virus (Fig. 4). Notably, however, the T1864C mutation was also not detrimental to virus growth, as titers of the virus containing the T1864C mutation were always equal to or higher than the corresponding titers of the parental HA_NLPS virus (Fig. 4).

**Discussion**

The purpose of this study was to identify nucleotides that are important for mediating packaging of the HA segment. To date, it is currently unknown which nucleotides of each IAV segment are essential for mediating packaging. By serially passaging a H3N2 virus containing heterologous H1N1 packaging signals on HA, we aimed to uncover compensatory mutations in the HA packaging signal regions which eased the H1N1:H3N2 packaging constraint. Although we did
uncover a single mutation, T1864C, in all three independently passaged virus lineages, this mutation did not appear to enable better packaging of the HA segment.

We have previously demonstrated that HA segments carrying heterologous H1N1 packaging signals do not efficiently enter human seasonal H3N2 viruses (12). In the current study, we serially passaged these heterologous HA segments contained within H3N2 viruses and hypothesized that, over time, the HA segment would accumulate mutations that enabled better packaging of the mismatched segment. The location of the mutations would suggest specific HA nucleotides that play a role in packaging. It was previously reported that nucleotides 1659-1671 of the H1N1 HA segment were critical for efficient packaging (21). The mutation identified in this study, T1864C (T1668C in wild-type NL/09 HA), falls within this previously identified critical region. However, subsequent experiments failed to show any improvement in HA segment packaging or virus growth when this mutation was present, and several possible explanations for this lack of phenotype exist.

First, it is possible that this mutation only allows for better HA segment packaging in the context of a single infection. The serial passages were conducted as single infections, while the subsequent analyses of packaging efficiency were conducted under co-infection conditions. Perhaps when competing with a better matched segment (as in the co-infection experiments), the T1864C mutation cannot overcome the incorporation barrier. In contrast, when the P99 HA_NLPS segment is the only HA segment available for packaging into H3N2 viruses (as in the serial passage experiment), the T1864C mutation eases the packaging constraint and allows for more efficient HA segment incorporation. The titers obtained throughout serial passage for the P99 HA_NLPS virus were comparable to the titers obtained for the control P99 HA_P99PS virus, suggesting no growth defects of the P99 HA_NLPS virus (data not shown). Further experiments such as RNA
gels and northern blotting utilizing purified P99 HA_NLPS virus could help to clarify if any increase in packaging efficiency is conferred to the heterologous HA segment in the context of a single infection.

Second, it is possible that the T1864C mutation acts in concert with another mutation elsewhere in the IAV genome. We only sequenced a portion of the HA segment, and therefore were unable to identify other mutations that might have occurred during passage in the remaining segments. The explanation that T1864C enables better HA segment packaging along with another mutation on a different IAV segment is satisfactory to explain the lack of better packaging in the co-infection using the recombinant unpassaged P99 HA_NLPS T1864C virus, but unsatisfactory for the co-infection using the passaged P99 HA_NLPS virus, as any other segment mutations would have also been present in the passaged virus. It is possible that the T’s at position 1864 were almost completely converted to C’s after ten passages (lineages 1 and 2 showed full conversion, while lineage 3 showed majority but not full conversion; Table 1), but that the position it was acting in combination with had not yet mutated to a level that could be detected by our sequencing assay after ten passages. We chose ten passages for practical reasons and from previous studies suggesting that this yields enough replication cycles for IAV adaptive mutations to reach high frequency in cell culture (22, 23). Nevertheless, carrying out the serial passage to twenty or more passages could provide additional information.

We aligned the region of the T1864C mutation to a wide array of IAV strains, including seasonal H1N1 viruses, pandemic H1N1 viruses, avian H1N1 viruses, swine H1N1 viruses, and H3N2 viruses, encompassing a collection date spanning the last 100 years. We found that the T at position 1668 (1864 in the current study) was 100% conserved across these various IAV lineages over time (data not shown). In nature, position 1668 falls within the terminal coding region of the H1 HA
segment. In the design of our heterologous P99 HA_NLPS segment, the H1N1 packaging signals are not translated; they contain coding sequence, but have no impact on HA protein because they are introduced upstream of the start codon and downstream of the stop codon. T1668C results in a coding change of serine to proline. This change could be disfavored in nature, as the introduction of a proline residue would likely alter the structure of the protein being made (24-26). The lack of packaging signal translation in our system could allow for a mutation to arise that would otherwise be unsuitable in nature, since the substitution in our system would not affect protein structure. Perhaps position 1668 of the NL/09 HA has the potential to ease RNA mismatch, but is prevented from occurring in nature due to the coding change that would result.

Of final note, the sequencing results obtained herein point towards the stability of grafted and silently mutated regions of IAV segments. The control virus passaged alongside the P99 HA_NLPS virus contained a considerable number of modifications to the HA segment prior to the onset of passage. This control HA segment consisted of the P99 HA ORF with 136 nucleotides introduced onto both the 3’ and 5’ ends. These 136 nucleotides encompassed the P99 HA untranslated region plus packaging signal coding region. The ATG’s in the introduced 3’ end were mutated so that translation would not begin prematurely. In addition, the first 60 and last 60 nucleotides of the P99 HA ORF were modified by silently mutating every codon (with the exception of start, stop, Met and Trp codons) in order to disrupt the packaging function inherent to those regions. After ten passages in MDCK cells, 100% of these introduced mutations were maintained, suggesting that these alterations are stable over time and have minimal negative impact on viral fitness.

In conclusion, serial passage of a H3N2 virus carrying H1N1 packaging signals on the HA segment revealed a single HA mutation, T1864C, arising in three independently-passaged virus lineages.
This mutation failed to confer more efficient packaging to the HA segment when competing with a better matched HA segment, and also failed to enable better virus growth. However, further experiments are needed to elucidate the role that this mutation may have on viral fitness, as the selection for this mutation three independent times seems beyond chance. It is possible that in the context of a single infection, T1864C eases RNA mismatch between H3N2 and H1N1 viruses, but additional experiments must be performed to directly test this hypothesis.

**Materials and Methods**

**Cells and viruses.** Madin-Darby canine kidney (MDCK) cells were maintained in minimum essential medium (Gibco) supplemented with penicillin-streptomycin and 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS). Human embryonic kidney cells (293T) were maintained in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium (Gibco) supplemented with 10% FBS. Reverse genetics-derived influenza A/Panama/2007/99 (H3N2; P99) virus was used, and HA packaging signal regions were taken from P99 as well as from influenza A/Netherlands/602/2009 (H1N1; NL) virus as described previously (12). Virus stocks were generated in 9-11 day old embryonated hens’ eggs (Hy-Line) and passaged through eggs once.

**Serial passage of viruses with modified HA packaging signals.** WT P99 HA_P99PS and P99 HA_NLPS viruses were serially passaged ten times in triplicate in MDCK cells (Figure 1). Each passage was performed at a low multiplicity of infection (MOI) in the presence of tosyl phenylalanyl chloromethyl ketone (TPCK)-treated trypsin for 48 hr at 33° C. After 48 hr, the supernatants were harvested, frozen at -80° C, titered via plaque assay on MDCK cells, and used for subsequent inoculation. Prior to each infection, the cells were washed 3x with PBS. Passage 1 – passage 4 were performed in 6 well dishes at a MOI of 0.01. Due to the abundance of defective
interfering (DI) segments in the stocks lowering each subsequent titer (data not shown), passage 5 was performed in 6 well dishes at a MOI of 0.001. Changing the MOI from 0.01 to 0.001 significantly lowered the prevalence of DI segments in the stocks and improved stock titers (data not shown). However, due to the concern of potentially selecting against viral variants using the lower MOI in such a small vessel, passage 6 – passage 10 were performed in T75 flasks at a MOI of 0.001 in order to increase the number of cells in the assay while maintaining a low MOI to decrease DI segments. The final result was three passage 10 P99 HA_P99PS virus stocks and three passage 10 P99 HA_NLPS virus stocks. Passage 10 stock titers were determined via plaque assay on MDCK cells and used for subsequent experiments.

**Sequencing HA segments of passage 10 viruses.** RNA was extracted from the six passage 10 virus stocks using 280 µL of virus stock and the QIAamp Viral RNA Mini Kit (QIAGEN) following the manufacturer’s instructions with the following modifications: carrier RNA was not added to the AVL lysis buffer and the RNA was eluted in 30 µL RNase-free water. Twelve microliters of RNA was then reverse-transcribed using Maxima reverse transcriptase (Fermentas) following the manufacturer’s instructions, and the cDNA was used in standard PCR to amplify the 3’ and 5’ packaging signal ends of each HA segment (~400 bp amplicons). The PCR products were purified using the QIAquick PCR Purification Kit (QIAGEN) following the manufacturer’s instructions with the following modifications: 2 µL of 3M sodium acetate (pH 5) was added to each sample contained in Buffer PB, the dry spin time was extended to 2 min, and the purified DNA was eluted in 30 µL MilliQ water after allowing the water to incubate on the column membranes for 2 min at room temperature. The purified PCR products were then sequenced via Sanger sequencing (Genewiz). The resulting reads were aligned to the reference sequences (unpassaged P99 HA_P99PS and P99 HA_NLPS plasmid sequences) and analyzed for differences.
**Generation of recombinant T1864C virus.** The P99 HA_NLPS plasmid used to generate the P99 HA_NLPS virus was obtained, and the T1864C point mutation was introduced into the HA plasmid using QuikChange site-directed mutagenesis (Agilent). The T1864C virus was then rescued via transfection of 293T cells with the T1864C HA plasmid and the pPOL1 P99 reverse genetics system, which would allow for virus rescue in a P99 background (27, 28). Briefly, a 15 plasmid rescue system based on pPOL1 and pCAGGS helper plasmids (PB2, PB1, PA, HA, NP, NA, and NS) was used. At 22 hr post-transfection, the transfected 293T cells were injected into 9-11 day old embryonated hens’ eggs and incubated for 50 hr at 33°C to generate the initial virus stock. Success of the rescue was determined via plaque assay on MDCK cells. A single plaque was then used to infect eggs at a concentration of 100 PFU/egg and incubated for 48 hr at 33°C to generate the final virus stock. The titer of the stock was determined via plaque assay on MDCK cells and used for subsequent experiments. The presence of the T1864C mutation in the final virus stock was confirmed via Sanger sequencing (Genewiz).

**Co-infection of MDCK cells with modified viruses.** Triplicate wells of MDCK cells were co-infected at a MOI of 5 PFU/cell for each virus, giving a final MOI of 10 PFU/cell to ensure high levels of co-infection (29). The control co-infections used WT (untagged) and VAR (tagged) viruses with matched HA packaging signals (P99 for both), and the heterologous co-infections used WT viruses carrying mismatched H1N1 packaging signals on HA and VAR viruses carrying matched P99 packaging signals on HA. Inoculations were performed on ice using the WT-VAR virus pairs. After a 45 min incubation period at 4°C to allow for virus attachment, the virus inoculum was removed and the cells were washed 3x with cold PBS to remove unattached virus. Warm media was then added to allow for synchronized virus entry and the cells were incubated at 33°C for 3 hr. After 3 hr, the media was removed from the cells and replaced with media.
supplemented with 1M ammonium chloride and HEPES buffer. The absence of TPCK-treated trypsin and the presence of ammonium chloride ensures a single cycle of viral replication. Cells were then incubated at 33° C for an additional 9 hr. Twelve hours p.i., supernatants were harvested, aliquoted, and frozen at -80° C for use in reassortment analyses.

**Genotyping virus isolates from co-infected cells.** Viruses present in the co-infection supernatants were sampled randomly via plaque-purification on MDCK cells. Well-separated and distinct plaque isolates were sampled into 150 µL PBS, one isolate per PBS aliquot. Twenty-one plaque isolates were picked for each supernatant sample. Depending on the experiment, either two of the three or all three of the triplicate assays were used for genotyping. RNA was extracted from the plaque isolates using the Zymo Research ZR-96 Viral RNA kit following the manufacturer’s instructions with the following modification: 40 µL water was used for the elution step. Twelve point eight microliters of RNA was reverse-transcribed using Maxima reverse transcriptase (Fermentas) following the manufacturer’s instructions. The synthesized cDNA was then diluted 1:4 in water and used in quantitative PCR (qPCR) with Precision Melt Supermix (Bio-Rad) and primers specific for each of the eight segments of P99 virus, as described previously (12). Briefly, these primers bind to sequences that are identical to both WT and VAR viruses, but the short amplicons produced contain the tagged region of the VAR gene segments (20). qPCR was performed in white, thin-walled, 384-well plates (Bio-Rad) in a CFX384 Real-Time PCR detection system (Bio-Rad). PCR amplification was immediately followed with a melt curve analysis. The conditions of PCR amplification and melt analysis followed the protocol provided with the Precision Melt Supermix. Data were analyzed using Precision Melt Analysis software (Bio-Rad), and WT and VAR cDNA controls were used for data comparison. Thus, the genotype of each segment in each plaque isolate was determined to be either WT or VAR depending on which
control the melt curves clustered with in the software. Genotype data were then analyzed by calculating the percentage of genomes that carried the WT version of each of the eight gene segments. Only reassortant virus isolates were included in the analyses, as parental genotypes could have been produced by singly, rather than co-infected, cells. The means of the resulting data ± 1 standard deviation (S.D.) were then graphed.

Virus growth kinetics. The multi-cycle growth properties of each unpassaged virus were assessed as follows. Triplicate wells of MDCK cells were infected at a MOI of 0.01 PFU/cell alongside the P99 wild-type virus as a control. After incubating for 1 hr at 33° C, virus inoculum was removed and media containing TPCK-treated trypsin was added. Plates were re-incubated at 33° C for the remainder of the experiment. A sample of medium from each well was collected at 1 hr, 12 hr, 24 hr, 48 hr, and 72 hr p.i., stored at -80° C, and subsequently titered via plaque assay on MDCK cells. Mean titers of the three replicates ± 1 S.D. were plotted against time. The limit of detection was 50 PFU/mL.
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Fig. 1. Schematic of serial passage of viruses with modified HA packaging signals. WT P99 HA_P99PS and P99 HA_NLPS viruses were serially passaged ten times in triplicate in MDCK cells at low MOI in the presence of TPCK-treated trypsin for 48 hr at 33° C. Cells were infected either with P99 HA_P99PS or P99 HA_NLPS. Passage 10 (P10) virus stocks were then sequenced and analyzed for compensatory mutations in the HA segment. P10 virus stocks were also used in co-infection experiments in order to determine if serial passage of an HA segment carrying heterologous packaging signals increases HA packaging efficiency.
Fig. 2. Serial passage of viruses carrying heterologous H1 packaging signals on HA did not increase HA packaging efficiency into H3N2 viruses. P99wt HA_P99PS and P99wt HA_NLPS viruses were serially passaged ten times in MDCK cells (P10). The P99var15 HA_P99PS virus was not passaged (P0). MDCK cells were then co-infected with these WT-VAR virus pairs and co-infection supernatants were harvested at 12 hr p.i. Virus isolates were subsequently genotyped using HRM analysis. The percentage of virus isolates that contained a WT segment for each of the eight IAV segments is plotted on the Y-axis. (A) Unpassaged (P0) P99wt HA_NLPS + unpassaged (P0) P99var15 HA_P99PS viruses, N = 2; (B) Passage 10 (P10) P99wt HA_P99PS + unpassaged (P0) P99var15 HA_P99PS viruses, N = 2; (C and D) Passage 10 (P10) P99wt HA_NLPS + unpassaged (P0) P99var15 HA_P99PS viruses, N = 2. For (C and D), two different unpassaged (P0) P99var15 HA_P99PS virus stocks were used. All data are shown as mean with SD.
Fig. 3. An unpassaged recombinant virus containing the T1864C mutation did not demonstrate an increase in HA packaging efficiency. MDCK cells were co-infected in triplicate with either P99wt HA_NLPS + P99var15 HA_P99PS viruses as a control (navy bars; same conditions as in Fig. 2a) or P99wt HA_NLPS T1864C + P99var15 HA_P99PS viruses (orange bars; the WT HA segment contained the introduced T1864C mutation). Co-infection supernatants harvested at 12 hr p.i. were then plaque-purified on MDCK cells and virus isolates were genotyped via HRM analysis. The percentage of virus isolates that contained a WT segment for each of the eight IAV segments is plotted on the Y-axis. Data are shown as mean with SD; N = 3.
Fig. 4. The presence of the T1864C mutation did not alter IAV growth kinetics. Multi-cycle growth of each unpassaged virus was assessed by infecting triplicate wells of MDCK cells at a MOI of 0.01 PFU/cell alongside the P99 wild-type control virus (P99wt). Samples were taken at 1 hr, 12 hr, 24 hr, 48 hr, and 72 hr p.i. and titered via plaque assay on MDCK cells. Mean titers of the three replicates ± 1 S.D. were plotted against time. The limit of detection was 50 PFU/mL.
### Tables

**Table 1.** Mutations acquired in the HA_NLPS segment after 10 passages in MDCK cells

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lineage</th>
<th>3’ or 5’ PS</th>
<th>Mutation</th>
<th>Partial or Full</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>5’</td>
<td>T1864C</td>
<td>Full</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>5’</td>
<td>T1864C</td>
<td>Full</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>5’</td>
<td>T1864C</td>
<td>Partial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3’</td>
<td>C54T</td>
<td>Partial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3’</td>
<td>C54T</td>
<td>Partial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3’</td>
<td>C54T</td>
<td>Partial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>5’</td>
<td>A1848C</td>
<td>Partial</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. Compared to the unpassaged HA_NLPS segment
2. Numbering includes grafted 3’ and 5’ PS regions on NL/09 HA ORF
3. As determined by Sanger sequencing
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Virus name</th>
<th>Sequence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A/PR8/34</td>
<td>CTT TTG GTC TCC CTG GGG GCA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/WSN/33</td>
<td>CTT TTG GTC TCC CTG GGG GCA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/Netherlands/602/2009</td>
<td>CTG GTA GTC TCC CTG GGG GCA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/Panama/2007/99 carrying NL/09 PS¹ on HA</td>
<td>CTG GTA GTC CCC CTG GGG GCA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

¹PS = packaging signals
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Abstract

Influenza A virus (IAV) has a segmented genome, which i) allows for exchange of gene segments in co-infected cells, termed reassortment, and ii) necessitates a selective packaging mechanism to ensure incorporation of a complete set of segments into virus particles. Packaging signals serve as segment identifiers and enable segment-specific packaging. We have previously shown that packaging signals limit reassortment between heterologous IAV strains in a segment-dependent manner. Here, we evaluated the extent to which packaging signals prevent reassortment events that would raise concern for pandemic emergence. Specifically, we tested the compatibility of hemagglutinin (HA) packaging signals from H5N8 and H7N9 avian IAVs with a human seasonal H3N2 IAV. By evaluating reassortment outcomes, we demonstrate that HA segments carrying H5 or H7 packaging signals are significantly disfavored for incorporation into a human H3N2 virus in both cell culture and a guinea pig model. However, incorporation of the heterologous HAs was not excluded fully, and variants with heterologous HA packaging signals were detected at low levels in vivo, including in naïve contact animals. This work indicates that the likelihood of reassortment between human seasonal IAV and avian IAV is reduced by divergence in the RNA packaging signals of the HA segment. These findings offer important insight into the molecular mechanisms governing IAV emergence and inform efforts to estimate the risks posed by H7N9 and H5N8 subtype avian IAVs.

Significance

Influenza A viruses (IAV) can exchange genetic material in co-infected cells in a process termed reassortment. The last three IAV pandemic strains arose from reassortment events involving human and non-human IAVs. Because introduction of the hemagglutinin (HA) gene from a non-
human virus is required for a pandemic, we addressed the compatibility of human and avian IAV. We show that sequence differences between human and avian HA genes limit the potential for reassortment. However, human IAV still incorporated heterologous HA genes at a low level in co-infected animals. This observed low level of incorporation could become significant if reassortant viruses had a fitness advantage within the host, such as resistance to pre-existing immunity, and highlights the continued need for IAV surveillance.

**Introduction**

Influenza A virus (IAV) exhibits a broad host range, including wild birds, poultry, and humans (1). The segmented nature of the IAV genome allows for gene segments to be exchanged through reassortment in co-infected cells (2). This process contributes to both pandemic and epidemic influenza; notably, reassortment involving IAVs adapted to differing host species played a critical role in the formation of the last three IAV pandemic strains (3-5). Antigenic novelty is a key feature of IAV pandemics and is achieved through the introduction of a novel HA, which can be facilitated by reassortment. As such, reassortment of human IAV with avian IAV presents a pandemic risk. Zoonotic transmission of avian IAVs of the H5N1 and H7N9 subtypes has caused multiple outbreaks of severe disease in humans over the last two decades (6-8). H5N8 subtype viruses, while yet to cause disease in humans, derive the HA segment from the influenza A/goose/Guangdong/1/96 (H5N1) lineage associated with zoonosis (9). Since emergence and global expansion of the H5Nx lineage in 2014, this poultry-adapted H5 HA has reassorted extensively with IAVs circulating in wild waterfowl and the resultant viruses have caused major outbreaks in poultry (10-12). The exposure of humans at the animal-human interface to H5Nx
and H7N9 viruses engenders a risk of avian-human IAV reassortment. Importantly, however, the genetic compatibility of these avian viruses with human seasonal IAVs remains poorly understood.

Here we sought to address this knowledge gap by evaluating the compatibility of H5N8 and H7N9 genetic components with those of a seasonal H3N2 virus, focusing on the RNA packaging signal regions of the HA segment. IAV packaging signals direct the incorporation of the eight gene segments into virus particles, and have previously been shown by us and others to influence reassortment outcomes between different IAV strains (13-15). In this study, we assessed the compatibility of HA packaging signals originating from H5N8 and H7N9 subtype IAVs with a seasonal H3N2 strain background. We isolated the effects of the RNA packaging signals by generating chimeric viruses that retained the coding capacity of the seasonal H3N2 strain but included the terminal packaging signal regions derived from H5 or H7 HA segments. We then determined the frequency with which HA segments carrying homologous vs heterologous packaging signals were taken up during reassortment. Our data show that H5N8 and H7N9 HA packaging signals (HA_H5PS and HA_H7PS, respectively) are disfavored for reassortment into the H3N2 strain background to varying degrees in both MDCK cells and a guinea pig model. In guinea pigs co-infected with HA_H3PS plus HA_H5PS, HA segments carrying H5N8 packaging signals were transmitted to a subset of naive contacts, while in animals co-inoculated with HA_H3PS plus HA_H7PS viruses, HA segments with the H7N9 packaging signals showed very limited transfer to contacts. These data indicate that the packaging signals of H5 and H7 HA segments constrain reassortment with a seasonal H3N2 virus. Importantly, however, exclusion of heterologous packaging signals was not complete, suggesting that reassortment of H5 or H7 HA segments into seasonal H3N2 backgrounds is likely to proceed at an appreciable level in co-
infected hosts. Incompatibilities at the RNA level were also not sufficiently strong to fully prevent propagation of these reassortants to contacts.

Results

Chimeric HA segments for quantifying mismatch among packaging signals. To measure constraints on reassortment imposed at the level of packaging, we generated a panel of HA segments that differed only in the packaging signals. Each segment encoded the influenza A/Panama/2007/99 (H3N2; Pan/99) HA protein but carried terminal packaging signals from influenza A/mute_swan/Croatia/70/2016 (H5N8), influenza A/Anhui/1/2013 (H7N9), or Pan/99 viruses (SI Appendix, Fig. S1 A-D). These packaging signals were introduced upstream and downstream of the ORF, effectively lengthening the untranslated regions (UTRs) of the HA segments. To disrupt native packaging function in the Pan/99 ORF, we silently mutated the terminal 20 codons at the 5’ and 3’ ends, as in (16). As a control to verify disruption of native packaging function, we also produced a Pan/99 HA segment with these silent mutations in the ORF and no introduced packaging signals, termed PSmut_HA (SI Appendix, Fig. S1 E).

We generated virus pairs using our Pan/99 WT-VAR system, designed to track the origins of segments in reassortant progeny (15, 17) (SI Appendix, Fig. S2 A). The VAR virus contains silent genetic tags, while the WT virus is untagged. We allowed the PSmut_HA virus to co-infect MDCK cells with a Pan/99 VAR virus containing intact packaging signals on HA and measured the frequency with which each HA segment was incorporated into reassortant progeny by screening plaque isolates. Results showed that packaging of the PSmut_HA segment was significantly disfavored, confirming disruption of ORF packaging function (SI Appendix, Fig. S2
B and C). We also confirmed that the PSmut_HA segments were replicated efficiently by the viral polymerase (SI Appendix, Fig. S2 D and E).

**Viruses with modified packaging signals did not differ in growth.** To determine if the introduced packaging signals altered viral growth, we first analyzed single cycle replication in MDCK cells with our HA segment-modified viruses (SI Appendix, Fig. S1 A-D) and Pan/99 virus as a control. Over the course of 24 h, all viruses displayed similar growth kinetics, indicating that the packaging signal modifications did not suppress virus growth (SI Appendix, Fig. S3 A). We next analyzed multicycle growth of a subset of these viruses in guinea pigs. Growth of all viruses was similar in vivo, further substantiating that the introduced packaging signal modifications had minimal impact on virus growth (SI Appendix, Fig. S3 B).

**Chimeric Pan/99 HA segments were replicated efficiently.** To assess replication of the modified HA segments within co-infected cells, we used a RT droplet digital PCR (ddPCR) assay to enumerate total copies of each of the HA segments present in co-infected cells and matched supernatants. Replication of the HA segments carrying Pan/99 packaging signals (HA_H3PS) and H7N9 packaging signals (HA_H7PS) were equal over time except at the 10 h time point, where more of the HA_H7PS segment was detected (SI Appendix, Fig. S4). Replication of the HA_H3PS segment was slightly more efficient than replication of the HA segment carrying H5N8 packaging signals (HA_H5PS) (SI Appendix, Fig. S4).

**HA segments carrying H5N8 or H7N9 packaging signals were disfavored for incorporation into a H3N2 background.** To determine if heterologous H5 or H7 HA packaging signals limited reassortment, we co-infected MDCK cells with WT:VAR virus pairs that differed only in the packaging signal regions on the HA segment (Fig. 1 A-C). After a single cycle of replication, we harvested the supernatants and genotyped reassortant progeny. We performed co-infections
under two different conditions for the HA_H3PS plus HA_H5PS virus pairing to account for the
differences in HA segment replication observed in Fig. S4. Under all conditions tested, the
heterologous HA_H5PS and HA_H7PS segments were significantly underrepresented in
reassortant progeny (Fig. 1 D-F). However, in co-infections performed in parallel under 1:1
WT:VAR input conditions, the HA_H7PS segment was packaged more frequently than the
HA_H5PS segment (Fig. 1 D and F). Taken together, these data suggest that HA segments
carrying H5N8 or H7N9 packaging signals are not efficiently incorporated into a human seasonal
H3N2 background, but that H7N9 HA packaging signals exhibit a lower incorporation barrier.

**HA segments carrying H5N8 or H7N9 packaging signals were not incorporated as
efficiently as homologous segments in co-infected guinea pigs.** To determine if the phenotypes
observed in cell culture were also observed in vivo, we co-infected female guinea pigs with our
modified viruses as shown in Fig. 1 B and C. At 16 h post-inoculation (p.i.), a naïve guinea pig
was co-caged with each inoculated animal. Nasal lavage was performed daily over a 7 d time
course to determine virus titers. Viruses grew in all inoculated animals and all contacts
contracted infection (*SI Appendix*, Fig. S5). Nasal washes from each inoculated animal at 2 d and
4 d p.i. were processed for reassortment analysis. Parental VAR genotypes were more abundant
than parental WT genotypes in the inoculated animals despite slight overrepresentation of WT
virus in the inocula (Fig. 2 and *SI Appendix*, Fig. S6). This observation suggests that the
heterologous packaging signals on the HA of both WT viruses hindered virus propagation in
vivo when in competition with a better-matched (VAR) virus. Analysis of the reassortant
progeny revealed that, at both time points, the HA_H5PS segment was packaged significantly
less frequently than the HA_H3PS segment (Fig. 3 A-D), confirming the results obtained in cell
culture. Results for the HA_H3PS plus HA_H7PS co-infection showed there was no preference
for either HA segment at 2 d.p.i., but 4 d.p.i. revealed a significant preference for HA_H3PS (Fig. 3 E-H). Thus, reassortment analyses again supported the results obtained in cell culture. In contrast to examination of viral growth during single infections in cell culture and in vivo, however, the predominance of parental VAR genotypes in vivo under co-infection conditions suggested that the presence of heterologous packaging signals on HA is detrimental to propagation when in competition with a virus that carries homologous packaging signals on HA.

**HA segments carrying H5N8, but not H7N9, packaging signals were transmitted.** Next, we evaluated which HA segments were transmitted to the naïve cage mates and how long these HA segments persisted in the host over time. We used primers specific for the 3’ HA packaging signal region in a RT ddPCR assay to determine copy numbers of each modified HA segment over time in the nasal washings of contact animals. We found that, in all eight contact animals, the HA_H3PS segment was abundant and copy numbers correlated with infectious titers (Fig. 4 A and C). We were able to robustly detect HA_H5PS in two of the four exposed guinea pigs at multiple time points and, in one animal, total copies of HA_H5PS exceeded the total copies of HA_H3PS at 5 d.p.i. (Fig. 4B). In contrast, robust detection of the HA_H7PS segment was not observed in any of the exposed guinea pigs (Fig. 4D), suggesting that neither the Pan/99 HA_H7PS parental virus nor reassortant viruses carrying the HA_H7PS segment were shed at sufficient levels to transmit in the context of a contact transmission model. We validated these findings by repeating the transmission experiment a second time. In this second experiment, fresh aliquots of the same WT:VAR mixtures analyzed in Fig. 2 and Fig. S6 were used for inoculation. In all eight inoculated animals, both WT and VAR HA segments were detected at 2 d.p.i. but, as before, the VAR HA_H3PS predominated (*SI Appendix, Fig. S7 A-D*). In all eight contact animals the HA_H3PS segment was abundant over time, with kinetics similar to the first
experiment (SI Appendix, Fig. S7 E and G). We were again able to robustly detect HA_H5PS in two of the four exposed guinea pigs at multiple time points (SI Appendix, Fig. S7 F) and observed minimal HA_H7PS transfer to contacts with no robust replication (SI Appendix, Fig. S7 H). Thus, results of this second transmission experiment closely matched the results of the first experiment. The data suggest that HA segments carrying H5N8 or H7N9 packaging signals are not efficiently transmitted within a human seasonal H3N2 background, but that H5N8 HA packaging signals functioned slightly better than the H7N9 packaging signals in this regard.

**HA segments carrying H5N8 or H7N9 packaging signals were present less frequently than Pan/99 HA segments in virus particles.** Our reassortment data obtained from co-infected cells clearly indicated that, when in direct competition, HA_H3PS was more efficiently incorporated into the H3N2 background than HA segments carrying either H5 or H7 packaging signals. To test the extent to which competition during genome assembly contributes to this phenotype, we evaluated the efficiency with which each HA segment was packaged into particles during standard propagation of the individual viruses. Thus, we concentrated HA_H3PS, HA_H5PS, HA_H7PS, and control Pan/99 viruses grown in eggs through a sucrose cushion and used RT-ddPCR to measure HA segment copy numbers in the resultant virus preparations. We saw no significant difference between HA segment copy number in the HA_H3PS virus preparation compared to the control Pan/99 virus with no packaging signal modifications (Fig. 5 A-B). In contrast, the HA segment in the HA_H5PS virus was present significantly less frequently. The HA of the HA_H7PS virus was also low compared to the Pan/99 control, but significance varied with the primer set used (Fig. 5 A-B). These data suggest that, even in the absence of competition between HA segments within a co-infected cell, the presence of H5 or H7 packaging signals on HA lowers packaging efficiency into a Pan/99 virus. We then extended these analyses
to include all eight IAV segments and noted modest packaging defects for a handful of non-HA segments (Fig. 5C).

**Discussion**

This study aimed to determine HA packaging signal compatibility between a human H3N2 virus and zoonotic H5N8 and H7N9 viruses. We previously showed that HA segments carrying homologous H3N2 packaging signals were significantly preferred for packaging into H3N2 viruses over HA segments carrying heterologous H1N1 packaging signals (15). We sought to test this concept for other IAV strain pairings, particularly those which carry pandemic potential. We isolated the effects of packaging signals on reassortment by designing virus pairs that retained H3N2 protein coding capacity but differed in the packaging signals on the HA segment. Our results showed that HA segments carrying homologous H3N2 packaging signals were taken up into reassortant viruses significantly more frequently than HA segments carrying H5N8 or H7N9 packaging signals, extending previous observations of packaging signal constraint on reassortment to viruses that present a pandemic risk (13, 14). This phenotype was observed in both MDCK cells and guinea pigs. Importantly, onward transmission of HA segments carrying heterologous packaging signals occurred with low efficiency from co-infected guinea pigs, underlining the fitness implications of packaging signal mismatch. It is noteworthy, however, that HA segments carrying H5 packaging signals were consistently detected in a subset of the naïve contacts of co-infected animals, while minimal transfer of HA_H7PS segments to contacts was detected. These findings suggest that H5 packaging signals are sufficiently compatible with H3N2 viruses to allow a low level of transmission.
Reassortment can facilitate host species transfer of IAVs, and reassortment between human and avian IAV is of particular concern for the emergence of novel pandemic strains (18). Areas such as backyard poultry farms and live bird markets, where humans are in close contact with poultry, provide an environment where human and avian IAVs could co-infect and undergo reassortment (19). We previously showed that reassortment occurs readily when co-infecting IAVs are highly homologous (17). Constraints on reassortment can arise, however, due to incompatibilities between heterologous viruses at both the RNA and protein levels (reviewed in (20)). This phenomenon of segment mismatch is complex, owing to negative epistasis involving multiple components simultaneously. Our data show that HA packaging signal mismatch disfavors, but does not completely prevent, the formation of genotypes containing HA H5N8 or H7N9 packaging signals. The production of these heterologous genotypes at low levels could be significant in contexts where HA reassortant viruses possess a fitness advantage over other variants, such as in hosts with pre-existing immunity. The extent of HA protein mismatch between human and avian IAV would offer additional insights into the potential for reassortants to be propagated once formed.

Notably, we observed a higher incorporation barrier for HA segments carrying H5 compared to H7 packaging signals. A possible explanation for this observation is the increased phylogenetic relatedness of H3 and H7 subtypes. IAV HA genes are divided phylogenetically into two major groups (21). Group 1 includes H1 and H5, while group 2 includes H3 and H7. Given our current and past findings using H1, H3, H5, and H7 packaging signals, it is tempting to speculate that an H3N2 virus such as Pan/99 would more readily incorporate H7 packaging signals than H1 or H5 packaging signals due to higher HA sequence conservation. However, more HA subtype pairings would be needed to robustly test this hypothesis. The nucleotide identity between the H3N2 vs
H5N8 and H3N2 vs H7N9 IAV strains used in this study are 52.9% and 56.6%, respectively, in the HA packaging signal regions as defined herein. While H3 and H7 share slightly higher identity than H3 and H5 in these regions, the significance of this difference is difficult to predict given the lack of knowledge surrounding which nucleotides are important for mediating HA segment packaging.

In our animal study, despite there being more WT (heterologous HA_PS) than VAR (homologous HA_PS) virus in both of the co-infection inocula, the VAR virus strongly predominated over WT in nasal lavage samples. This phenotype was most striking in the HA_H3PS plus HA_H7PS inoculated animals, where the parental VAR isolates also outnumbered reassortants at 2 d.p.i. The relative levels of WT, VAR, and reassortant genotypes detected suggest linkage among the eight segments is maintained early during infection by a relative lack of reassortment. In this situation, the VAR virus would be expected to maintain a fitness advantage because the HA segment in the VAR system carries homologous packaging signals. This outgrowth of VAR virus in the HA_H3PS plus HA_H7PS inoculated animals may have contributed to the lack of a packaging phenotype at 2 d.p.i. because a reduced number of reassortant isolates were available for analysis of HA packaging preference.

Our reassortment data demonstrate that, when in competition within co-infected cells, the HA segment carrying heterologous packaging signals was usually excluded in favor of the HA segment carrying the better-matched, homologous, packaging signals. Corresponding packaging defects were observed when the heterologous HA segment was the only HA segment available for packaging, and in both cases the defect was more pronounced for HA_H5PS compared to HA_H7PS. Notably, however, the frequency of incorporation of the heterologous segments was lower in reassortant progeny viruses compared to clonal virus preparations, suggesting that
competition between HA segments within co-infected cells exacerbated the packaging defects of HA_H5PS and HA_H7PS segments. Of note, we did not observe a difference in HA segment frequency in the concentrated HA_H3PS virus preparation compared to the control Pan/99 virus preparation, suggesting that the artificial lengthening of the HA_PS segments and the accompanying silent mutations did not disrupt HA packaging efficiency.

Given the relatively low incorporation of HA segments into virions, we were somewhat surprised by the lack of a growth defect of the HA_H5PS and HA_H7PS viruses compared to the HA_H3PS virus. The lack of detectable growth deficits may be attributable to the relatively small effect of the introduced sequences on packaging efficiency. In virions, the reduction in packaging of HA was approximately 2-fold for the HA_H5PS segment and 1.3-fold for the HA_H7PS segment. During growth under single cycle conditions in cell culture or from a relatively high dose in vivo these reductions in packaging efficiency may not be strong enough to markedly affect viral growth.

Limitations of our study include the absence of protein mismatch and the lack of pre-existing immunity in our animal model. In order to isolate the effects of packaging signal mismatch on reassortment, we kept all proteins identical. In a natural setting, both the packaging signals and the proteins of the co-infecting viruses would differ and could constrain reassortment. Additionally, pre-existing immunity to IAV is widespread in the human population, from natural infection and/or vaccination (22, 23). Our animal model does not recapitulate the immunological environment that co-infecting viruses would encounter in a natural host and pre-existing immunity can play a major role driving the emergence of novel IAV reassortants (24, 25).

To date, the locations of the packaging signals on the eight IAV segments have been mapped largely within an H1N1 (WSN) virus (reviewed in (26)). We used a conservative estimate of the
packaging signals determined for the H1 HA when designing our chimeric HA segments (27). Results obtained with the PSmut_HA segment suggest that the mutation strategy employed to disrupt native packaging function of the Pan/99 HA ORF did indeed target the H3 packaging signals. The residual level of incorporation of the PSmut_HA (~14%) is likely attributable to the presence of wild type Pan/99 UTRs, which were left intact and have been shown to be involved in packaging in conjunction with the terminal coding regions (28, 29). It is also possible that sequences internal to the introduced mutations contribute to packaging.

A current gap in our knowledge of IAV genome incorporation relates to the network of interactions formed among the segments during the assembly process. During virus assembly, the eight segments are arranged into a “7+1” pattern, with one central segment surrounded by seven outer segments (30, 31). However, the identity of the segments in this pattern, which specific segments interact, and at what point during the viral life cycle the segments are bundled together, remain unclear. Further investigation of these points will help clarify not only the packaging process but also the role that packaging signal divergence plays in this process.

In summary, this work indicates that the likelihood of reassortment between human seasonal IAV and avian IAV is reduced by divergence in the RNA packaging signals of the HA segment. Nevertheless, HA segments carrying H5N8 or H7N9 packaging signals were incorporated into H3N2 viruses at a low level and, in the case of H5N8 packaging signals, propagated sufficiently in co-infected hosts to allow transmission to contact animals. These data will help to inform the reassortment potential of human and zoonotic IAV.

**Materials and Methods**
Design of chimeric HA segments and virus generation. Chimeric HA segments were designed as described previously (15, 16). Briefly, the introduced 3’ and 5’ packaging signal regions consisted of 136 nt derived from influenza A/mute_swam/Croatia/70/2016 (H5N8), influenza A/Anhui/1/2013 (H7N9), or Pan/99 (H3N2) HA segments. All chimeric segments and the PSmut_HA carried synonymous changes throughout 60 nucleotide regions adjacent to the start and stop codons. The PSmut_HA segment lacked introduced packaging signals. Viruses containing these modified HA segments were rescued in either a WT or VAR Pan/99 background as described previously (15). Our WT-VAR system outlined in (17) consists of Pan/99 virus pairs that are either tagged with 1-6 silent mutations in each of the eight IAV segments (VAR) or untagged (WT). Genotyping can then be achieved by detecting the presence or absence of these mutations using high resolution melt (HRM) analysis (32). HRM primers used can be found in SI Appendix, Table S1.

Virus growth. MDCK cells were inoculated at a multiplicity of infection (MOI) of 5 PFU/cell in triplicate. Single cycle replication conditions were achieved with ammonium chloride addition at 3 h p.i. Supernatants were sampled at 1, 4, 8, 12, 16, and 24 h p.i. and titered via plaque assay on MDCK cells. Guinea pigs were inoculated with $5 \times 10^5$ PFU of virus, 4 animals per virus. Nasal lavage was performed daily on day 1 through day 5 p.i. and samples were titered via plaque assay on MDCK cells.

Co-infection of MDCK cells and reassortment analysis. MDCK cells were co-infected with WT-VAR virus pairs in triplicate (unless otherwise stated) as described previously (15). Briefly, an MOI of 10 PFU/cell for 1:1 WT:VAR infections was used to ensure high levels of co-infection (33), and virus replication was limited to a single cycle with ammonium chloride. Supernatants were harvested at 12 h p.i. and virus isolates were obtained by plaque-purification
on MDCK cells. For each sample, 21 plaques were picked randomly and genotyped as described previously (15). Briefly, quantitative PCR targeting each of the eight segments was performed and HRM analysis of amplicons was used to determine the parental origin of each segment in a given viral isolate.

**Droplet digital PCR (ddPCR) to evaluate vRNA replication.** To measure replication of the various modified HA segments over time, triplicate wells of MDCK cells were co-infected with 5 PFU/cell of each virus under single cycle replication conditions. At 1, 4, 7, and 10 h p.i., co-infected cells and supernatants were harvested together as a single sample. RNA was extracted, converted to cDNA, and used in ddPCR (34) as described in (15). Primers used were specific for the 3’ packaging signal region of each HA segment and showed no cross-priming. QuantaSoft software (Bio-Rad) was used to calculate HA copy numbers. ddPCR primers used can be found in SI Appendix, Table S2.

**Reassortment and virus transmission in guinea pigs.** All animal work was performed following the *Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals* and was approved by the Emory Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee under protocol number DAR-2002738-ELMNTS-A. Intranasal inoculation and nasal lavage was performed as described previously (35). A 5 x 10^5 PFU mixture of WT and VAR virus diluted in PBS was used for the inoculation. Nasal wash samples of inoculated animals were processed for reassortment analysis in the same manner as the co-infection supernatants above. To evaluate transmission, RNA was extracted from contact animal nasal wash samples, converted into cDNA, and ddPCR was performed with 3’ HA packaging signal-specific primers to enumerate total HA copies as described above.

**Quantification of vRNA in concentrated virus preparations.** Viruses were grown in embryonated eggs and pelleted through a 25% sucrose cushion. Resulting virus pellets were
lysed, RNA was extracted, converted to cDNA, and used in ddPCR as described above with IAV segment-specific primers. The HA primers used were specific for a region of the HA segment conserved across all modified HA segments. IAV segment copy number was normalized to the corresponding PB2 copy number and then to the control Pan/99 values (also normalized to PB2). For quantification of the HA segment, two independent primer sets for both the HA and PB2 segments were used and generated data were graphed separately.

**Statistical and sequence analyses.** Statistical analyses were performed in GraphPad Prism. Alignment of packaging signal sequences derived from IAV HA was performed using Clustal W.
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Fig. 1. HA segments carrying H5 or H7 packaging signals constrained reassortment with H3N2 viruses in cell culture. (A-C) Co-infections were performed using virus pairs that contained modified HA segments in a Pan/99 background. Within each pairing, one virus, designated as VAR, contained silent genetic tags (x’s) while the other virus was untagged (WT). The control virus pairing in (A) carried homologous H3N2 packaging signals on the HA of both viruses (red boxes). For the heterologous co-infections, the WT virus carried either H5N8 (purple boxes) or H7N9 (gold boxes) packaging signals on HA, while the VAR virus carried homologous H3N2 packaging signals (B and C, respectively). (D-F) MDCK cells were co-infected with the indicated viruses at a high MOI. Supernatants were harvested 12 h p.i. and
virus isolates were genotyped via HRM analysis. The percentage of virus isolates that carried a WT segment for each of the eight IAV segments is shown. Only reassortant virus isolates were included in the analysis. (D and F) Input ratios of 1:1 WT:VAR were used and N = 6 for each co-infection (two biological replicates performed in triplicate). The control dataset shown in both panels is the same and all three co-infections were performed in parallel. (E) Input ratio of 3:1 WT:VAR for the control co-infection and 4:1 WT:VAR for the heterologous co-infection were used and N = 3 (one biological replicate performed in triplicate). Data are plotted as mean with SD. **p < 0.0001, *p = 0.0032 using two-way ANOVA with Tukey’s multiple comparisons.
Fig. 2. Heterologous packaging signals on the HA segment of both WT viruses hindered virus propagation in co-infected guinea pigs. Guinea pigs were inoculated with a 1:1 WT:VAR virus mixture consisting of HA_H3PS plus HA_H5PS (A) or HA_H3PS plus HA_H7PS viruses (B). Genotyping was performed on the input virus and virus isolates sampled from the inoculated animals at 2 and 4 d p.i. Data from all four guinea pigs in each group are pooled. (A) N = 21 virus isolates for the input virus, N = 79 virus isolates for 2 d p.i., and N = 56 virus isolates for 4 d p.i. (B) N = 21 virus isolates for the input virus, N = 81 virus isolates for 2 d p.i., and N = 80 virus isolates for 4 d p.i. The reassortant isolates in (A and B) are the same isolates analyzed in Fig. 3. WT = parental WT genotype, VAR = parental VAR genotype, R = reassortant genotype.
Fig. 3. H5 or H7 packaging signals limited HA reassortment with H3N2 viruses in co-infected animals. Guinea pigs were co-infected with either HA_H3PS plus HA_H5PS viruses
(A-D) or HA_H3PS plus HA_H7PS viruses (E-H) and viruses sampled by nasal lavage at 2 d p.i. (A, B, E, and F) and 4 d p.i. (C, D, G, and H) were genotyped via HRM analysis. The percentage of virus isolates that carried a WT gene segment for each of the eight IAV segments is plotted on the Y axis. The WT HA segment in each co-infection carried heterologous (H5 or H7) packaging signals. Only reassortant virus isolates were included in the analysis (same reassortant isolates reported in Fig. 2). Each data point represents one animal: N = 4 animals for (A); N = 3 animals for (C), N = 4 animals for (E); N = 4 animals for (G). (B, D, F, and H) Unpaired t test was used to analyze the difference between % WT for the modified HA segment vs unmodified (non-HA) segments for each reassortment data set. All data are plotted as mean with SD. Calculated p values are displayed on the graphs; n.s. = not significant.
Fig. 4. HA segments carrying H5, but not H7, packaging signals were transmitted to naïve contact animals. Nasal wash fluid of animals exposed to co-infected guinea pigs was analyzed by RT ddPCR to detect HA segment transmission. Primers specific to the 3’ packaging signal of each HA segment were used, and each reaction was performed in duplicate. The day of sampling is shown on the X axis and guinea pig ID numbers are indicated underneath. The background values of the assay (measured using primer + dH2O) were used to define the negative (neg), which is represented by a dotted black line. (A and B) Animals exposed to HA_H3PS plus HA_H5PS co-infected animals; (C and D) animals exposed to HA_H3PS plus HA_H7PS co-infected animals. Data are plotted as mean with SD.
Fig. 5. HA segments carrying H5 or H7 packaging signals were present less frequently than control Pan/99 HA segments in virus particles. Triplicate stocks of HA_H3PS, HA_H5PS, HA_H7PS, and control Pan/99 viruses were grown in embryonated eggs. Each of the resultant twelve stocks was processed individually by concentration through a sucrose cushion. RT ddPCR was used to enumerate segment copy number in the resultant virus preparations. (A and B) HA copy numbers were normalized to PB2 copy numbers and then normalized to the control Pan/99 values. N = 3 for each virus (three technical replicates with ddPCR performed in duplicate for each). Independent sets of PB2 and HA primers were used to generate data shown in (A) and (B). Data are plotted as mean with SD and analyzed using one-way ANOVA with Dunnett’s multiple comparisons. (A) **p < 0.0001, *p = 0.0119, n.s. = not significant; (B) **p = 0.0013, n.s. = not significant. (C) All segment copy numbers were normalized to PB2 copy
numbers and then normalized to the control Pan/99 values. N = 3 for each virus (three technical replicates with ddPCR performed in duplicate for each). HA data were acquired using the primer set in (A) and at a separate time from the remaining seven segments. Data are plotted as mean with SD and analyzed within segments using two-way ANOVA with Dunnett’s multiple comparisons; ***p < 0.0001, **p < 0.0005, *p < 0.01.
Fig. S1. Pan/99 HA segments constructed have identical ORFs but differing packaging signal regions. Chimeric HA segments were designed so that each segment encoded Pan/99 protein but carried packaging signals originating from H3N2 (Pan/99) (A and B), H5N8 (C), or H7N9 (D). The ORFs were silently mutated within 60 nt terminal regions (hatched boxes) so that packaging would be directed by the introduced 3’ and 5’ regions. The PSmut_HA segment (E) did not contain introduced packaging signals and was designed to test the disruption of packaging signal function in the ORF. Segments in (A, C, D, and E) are untagged (WT) while
the segment in (B) contains silent mutations in the ORF that serve as genetic identifiers (VAR).

Segments are shown in the positive sense and not to scale.
Fig. S2. The introduced HA ORF mutations disrupted packaging function but did not markedly affect segment replication efficiency. MDCK cells were co-infected at a high MOI with a WT virus carrying a full-length Pan/99 HA segment with silent mutations in the packaging signal regions of the ORF (red slash marks) and a VAR virus carrying a full-length Pan/99 HA segment with intact packaging signals in the ORF as shown in (A). Supernatants were harvested at 12 h p.i. and virus isolates were genotyped via HRM analysis. (B) The percentage of virus isolates that carried a WT segment for each of the eight IAV segments is plotted. Only reassortant virus isolates were included in the analysis. N = 8 (two biological replicates with four technical replicates each). Mean with SD is shown. (C) Statistical analysis of data presented in (B). Unpaired, two sided t test was used to analyze the difference between % WT for the PSmut_HA segment vs unmodified (non-HA) segments; *p < 0.0001. (D) To evaluate segment replication efficiency, MDCK cells were co-infected at a high MOI with the
viruses shown in (A). At 1, 4, 7, and 10 h p.i., cells and supernatants were harvested as a single sample and RT ddPCR was performed to enumerate total copies of each HA segment over time. Primers used were specific for the 3’ HA packaging signal region of each segment, with the forward primer binding in the region of the silent ORF mutations (or lack thereof). N = 3 (three technical replicates with ddPCR performed in duplicate for each). Mean with SD is shown. (E) Because results plotted in (D) suggested a difference in the input amount of the two viruses, HA segment replication over time was normalized by dividing the 4, 7, and 10 h output values by the 1 h input values and resulting ratios were graphed. N = 3; *p = 0.0041 using two-way ANOVA with Sidak’s multiple comparisons. Mean with SD is shown.
Fig. S3. The introduction of packaging signal regions to Pan/99 HA segments did not alter viral growth. (A) MDCK cells were infected at an MOI 5 PFU/cell and virus replication was allowed to proceed for a single cycle. Supernatants were sampled at 1, 4, 8, 12, 16, and 24 h p.i. and titered via plaque assay on MDCK cells. Colored lines represent Pan/99-based viruses with modified HA segments and the black line represents the control Pan/99 virus. N = 3 technical replicates per virus. Data are plotted as mean with SD. The limit of detection was 50 PFU/mL and is represented by a dotted black line. (B) Guinea pigs were inoculated intranasally with 5 x 10^5 PFU of virus and nasal lavage of each animal was performed daily on day 1 through day 5.
p.i. Samples were titered via plaque assay on MDCK cells. N = 4 animals per virus. Individual data points are plotted and the means at each time point are connected. Analysis of the data using two-way ANOVA with Tukey’s multiple comparisons revealed no significant differences across viruses. The limit of detection was 50 PFU/mL and is represented by a horizontal dotted black line. Values below the limit of detection were plotted as 25 PFU/mL.
Fig. S4. Chimeric Pan/99 HA segments were replicated efficiently. MDCK cells were co-infected at a high MOI with HA_H3PS plus HA_H5PS viruses (A and B) or HA_H3PS plus HA_H7PS viruses (C and D). At 1, 4, 7, and 10 h p.i., cells and supernatants were harvested as a single sample and RT ddPCR was performed to enumerate total copies of each HA segment over time. Primers used were specific for the 3’ HA packaging signal region of each segment. N = 6 (two biological replicates performed in triplicate with ddPCR performed in duplicate for all). (B and D) HA segment replication over time was normalized to input virus by dividing the 4, 7, and 10 h output values by the 1 h input values and resulting ratios were graphed; ***p < 0.0001, **p = 0.0058, *p = 0.0158 using two-way ANOVA with Sidak’s multiple comparisons. All data are plotted as mean with SD.
Fig. S5. Guinea pigs co-infected with modified HA viruses supported robust virus growth and transmission to naïve contacts. Guinea pigs were co-infected with either HA_H3PS plus HA_H5PS viruses (A) or HA_H3PS plus HA_H7PS viruses (B) and nasal lavage was performed daily up to day 6 p.i. and titered via plaque assay on MDCK cells (solid black curves). At day 1 p.i., a naïve contact animal was co-housed with each inoculated animal. Nasal lavage of exposed (exp) animals was performed daily day 2 - day 7 p.i. and titered via plaque assay on MDCK cells (dotted black curves). Each line represents one animal, N = 4 for each condition. The limit of detection was 50 PFU/mL and is represented by a horizontal dotted black line. Values below the limit of detection were plotted as 25 PFU/mL.
Fig. S6. The VAR virus strongly predominated over WT in nasal lavage samples despite slight overrepresentation of WT in the inocula. Guinea pigs were inoculated with a WT:VAR virus mixture consisting of HA_H3PS plus HA_H5PS (A-C) or HA_H3PS plus HA_H7PS viruses (D-F). The input virus was genotyped (A and D) as well as virus isolates from the inoculated animals taken at 2 d p.i. (B and E) and 4 d p.i. (C and F). Values are plotted as mean with SD, with total virus isolates identified as each genotype stated above the mean. Each data point represents one animal: N = 4 animals for (B); N = 3 animals for (C), N = 4 animals for (E); N = 4 animals for (F). N = 21 virus isolates for (A and D); N = 79 virus isolates for (B); N = 56 virus isolates for (C); N = 81 virus isolates for (E); N = 80 virus isolates for (F). The reassortant isolates in (B, C, E, and F) are the same isolates characterized in Fig. 3. All data originate from
Fig. 2. WT = parental WT genotype, VAR = parental VAR genotype, R = any reassortant genotype.
Fig. S7. HA segments carrying H5, but not H7, packaging signals were transferred robustly to a subset of naïve contact animals. Nasal wash fluid of co-infected (donor) animals on day 2 p.i (A-D) or contact animals exposed to co-infected guinea pigs (E-H) was analyzed by RT ddPCR to evaluate HA segment presence. Primers specific to the 3’ packaging signal of each HA segment were used, and each reaction was performed in duplicate. (A-D) HA segment
expression on day 2 p.i. of guinea pigs inoculated with HA_H3PS plus HA_H5PS viruses (A and C) or HA_H3PS plus HA_H7PS viruses (B and D). N = 4 animals per condition. Data are plotted as mean with SD (A and B) or as grouped means for each segment (C and D). Guinea pig ID numbers are indicated on the X axis. (E-H) HA segment transmission to animals exposed to HA_H3PS plus HA_H5PS co-infected animals (E and F) or HA_H3PS plus HA_H7PS co-infected animals (G and H). The day of sampling is shown on the X axis and guinea pig ID numbers are indicated underneath. The background values of the assay (measured using primer + dH2O) were used to define the negative (neg), which is represented by a dotted black line. For (E), the background values were zero and therefore the dotted line does not appear on the graph. Data are plotted as mean with SD.
### Table S1. Primers used for HRM analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Segment</th>
<th>Forward Primer</th>
<th>Reverse Primer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pan/99</td>
<td>PB2</td>
<td>TGGAATAGAAATGGACCTGTGA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>GGTTCCATGTTTTAACCCTTTTCG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pan/99</td>
<td>PB1</td>
<td>AGGCTAATAGATTTCCTCAAGGATG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ACTCTCTTTTTTCTTTGAAAGTGTG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pan/99</td>
<td>PA</td>
<td>TGCAACACTACTGGAGCTGAG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CTCTTTTCTCCTCAATTTTCG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pan/99</td>
<td>HA</td>
<td>CCTTGATGGAGAAAACTGCAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CAACAAAAAGGTCCCATTCC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pan/99</td>
<td>NP</td>
<td>CAACATACCAGAGGACAAGAGC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ACCTCTAGGGAGGGTCGAG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pan/99</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>TCATGCGATCCTGACAAGTG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>TGTCATTTGAATGCTGTTG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pan/99</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>GTTTTGGCCAGCCTACAGC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CCATTTGCTGGCCTGACTA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pan/99</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>ACCTGCTTCGCGATACATAAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>AGGGGTCTTCCACTTTTTG</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table S2. Primers used for ddPCR

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Segment</th>
<th>Forward Primer</th>
<th>Reverse Primer</th>
<th>Figure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PB2</td>
<td>GGAACCTGATGTCGCAGTCT</td>
<td>CTTTTCCCTGTCTCCCTGATG</td>
<td>Fig. 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pan/99 HA</td>
<td>CTTTGTAGGAGAAAACGTGAC</td>
<td>CAACAAAAAAGGTCCCATTCC</td>
<td>Fig. 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pan/99 PB2</td>
<td>TGGGAATAGAATGGACCTGTGA</td>
<td>GGTTCCATGTTTTAACCTTTCG</td>
<td>Fig. 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HA Internal</td>
<td>TAAGGGGTGTCTCCAGCAGA</td>
<td>CCAATGGGTGCATCTGACCCT</td>
<td>Fig. 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PB1</td>
<td>CCTAAAGGTTCAGCGCAAA</td>
<td>TGTGTCATGTTGCACCTG</td>
<td>Fig. 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA Terminal</td>
<td>CAACCCGATGATGTCGAAC</td>
<td>CAAGTGAGTGCATATTGCTGC</td>
<td>Fig. 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NP Terminal</td>
<td>GCGTCCAAGGCACCAAC</td>
<td>CCATCAATCATCTTCCCGAGC</td>
<td>Fig. 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NA Terminal</td>
<td>GGCTCTGTCTTCGACTAGTTG</td>
<td>GGGAGTTCATTGATATTGCAGTC</td>
<td>Fig. 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M Terminal</td>
<td>CGTATGTTCCTCTATCGTCTCC</td>
<td>GAGAGCCTCAAGATCTGTCG</td>
<td>Fig. 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NS Terminal</td>
<td>CTTTGCCATATCGGAAGCAG</td>
<td>GCTTGTGATGTCTAGACCGAG</td>
<td>Fig. 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HA_PSmut</td>
<td>CACTTTTCTATATCCTTTTC</td>
<td>CCGTTTGACACTGCATGG</td>
<td>Fig. S2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HA VAR</td>
<td>CTTTGAGCTACATTTTATG</td>
<td>CCGTTTGACACTGCATGG</td>
<td>Fig. S2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HA_H3PS</td>
<td>AAGACTATCATTGCTTTG</td>
<td>GTTGCCGTGCTGTGTAAT</td>
<td>Fig. S4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HA_H5PS</td>
<td>TAGTGCTTCTTTGCAATAGT</td>
<td>TGCTTCTGCGAGGTTTTTG</td>
<td>Fig. S4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HA_H7PS</td>
<td>TCAAAATCTGCTATCGCT</td>
<td>CGTTTGACACCGGAATGATG</td>
<td>Fig. S4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Chapter V: Discussion

Influenza A virus (IAV) has a segmented genome, which allows for the exchange of gene segments in co-infected cells by a process called reassortment (1, 2). The segmented nature of the virus also requires a mechanism by which the virus can differentiate the eight different gene segments and package them together to make a fully infectious virus. This segment differentiation is achieved through packaging signals, which are found on both termini of each IAV segment and comprise both non-coding and coding regions (3-8). Each packaging signal is unique to each segment, and can differ across IAV strains.

During reassortment, two different IAVs co-infect the same cell within the same host, and mixing of the viral genomes occurs. Incompatibilities between the two co-infecting viruses can arise during reassortment at both the RNA level (packaging signals) and the protein level. These incompatibilities, termed segment mismatch, are an important factor in the outcome of mixed IAV infections (9). Previous studies have shown that mismatch at the protein level affects the reassortant genotypes that form after a co-infection event (10-15). Similarly, two additional studies have demonstrated that mismatch at the RNA level limits reassortment efficiency (16, 17). However, the knowledge regarding the quantitative effects of this RNA mismatch, as well as which IAV segments are subject to RNA mismatch, is lacking. This dissertation sought to address these knowledge gaps and to provide new insights to the molecular mechanisms that control the emergence of new IAV strains.

Chapter II conclusions and implications

Chapter II of this dissertation quantifies the impact of RNA mismatch on IAV reassortment. We show that the presence of heterologous packaging signals from an H1N1 virus on the NS segment
does not affect IAV reassortment outcomes with a seasonal H3N2 virus, as roughly half of the reassortant progeny viruses genotyped incorporated the heterologous NS segment. Similarly, having heterologous H1N1 packaging signals on the NA segment does not significantly affect IAV reassortment outcomes with a H3N2 virus, although preference for matched packaging signals was trending. Conversely, we observed a significant preference for matched packaging signals on the HA segment, as only 15% of the reassortant progeny viruses genotyped incorporated a HA segment carrying heterologous H1N1 packaging signals. From these data, we conclude that the NA and NS segments from a H1N1 virus strain would move freely into a H3N2 virus background, while movement of the H1N1 HA segment into a H3N2 virus background would be constrained. These data also suggest that the importance of RNA mismatch in IAV reassortment is dependent on segment identity. Overall, this chapter indicates that the HA segment may be an important factor in determining whether two IAV strains of public health interest will undergo reassortment.

Chapter III conclusions and implications

Chapter III of this dissertation sought to identify nucleotides in the HA segment important for mediating packaging. We serially passaged the heterologous HA segment from Chapter II ten times in a cell line alongside a homologous HA segment as a control. We then sequenced the passaged HA segments and looked for compensatory mutations that might have formed to alleviate the packaging signal mismatch. Unfortunately, our approach was unable to identify nucleotides that mediate HA segment packaging. However, we did identify a single point mutation in the passaged heterologous HA segment which arose three independent times. This mutation, T1864C, did not allow for better packaging of the mismatched HA segment, nor did it allow for better virus growth. However, this mutation may have a yet-unidentified role in easing RNA mismatch during
IAV reassortment. Further studies would be needed to address this possibility, and are discussed below at the end of this discussion chapter.

Chapter IV conclusions and implications

Chapter IV of this dissertation examines how RNA mismatch might prevent IAV reassortment events that could lead to the formation of pandemic strains. We show that having H5N8 or H7N9 packaging signals (two pandemic potential avian subtype IAVs) on the HA segment restricts reassortment with a seasonal human H3N2 virus in both cell culture and an animal model. However, viruses with H5 or H7 packaging signals were still detected at low levels in both systems. This low level of reassortment could be significant in nature if the reassortment virus had a fitness advantage, such as antigenic novelty. Additionally, we show that viruses with H5, but not H7, packaging signals were transmitted to naïve hosts, suggesting that H5 packaging signals are sufficiently compatible with H3N2 viruses to allow contact transmission. Overall, these data show that avian-human IAV reassortment is restricted by RNA mismatch on the HA segment, and help to inform efforts to estimate the risks to human health presented by avian subtype IAVs.

Future Directions

This dissertation focuses on how RNA mismatch on three of the eight IAV segments (HA, NA, and NS) affects IAV reassortment. Future studies could be performed to address how heterologous packaging signals affect IAV reassortment efficiency of the PB2, PB1, PA, NP, and M segments using the above H1N1 and H3N2 virus strains. A previous study showed that there is a hierarchy in packaging; the PB2, PA, NP, and M segments are more critical to IAV packaging compared to the remaining four segments (18). We focused on the HA, NA, and NS segments because these
three segments are the most divergent in terms of the packaging signal regions across IAV strains. However, it is still unknown which nucleotides mediate segment packaging for each of the eight segments, and further insights could be gained by repeating the above studies for all IAV segments.

In Chapter II, we chose to focus on H1N1 and H3N2 virus strains to generate data that were relevant for the two subtypes of IAV currently circulating in the human population. It would be interesting to repeat the above studies using different IAV strains and to compare the reassortment phenotypes observed. It is possible that the importance of RNA mismatch is not only segment dependent, but also IAV strain dependent. These experiments would be of particular interest given the results obtained in Chapter IV. These data suggest that HA groupings might influence IAV reassortment outcomes. IAV HA’s are divided into two different groups based on phylogeny (19). Group 1 HA’s include H1 and H5, while group 2 HA’s include H3 and H7. Our data show that H3N2 viruses incorporate H7 HA’s more easily than H5 HA’s based on packaging signals. Our data also show that H3N2 viruses do not readily incorporate H1 HA’s. The phylogenetic relatedness of the above HA subtypes could be a factor in determining reassortment outcomes, but additional experiments with more HA groupings would be needed to test this hypothesis.

For all reassortment experiments performed in this dissertation, MDCK cells were used. MDCK cells are routinely used for growing and characterizing IAV (20-23). However, it would be interesting to see if the reassortment phenotypes observed herein would also be replicated in different cell types. For example, HTBE (human tracheobronchial epithelial) cells would be of interest, since they are primary human respiratory cell cultures and reflect the differentiated nature of the human airway, where IAV would infect a human host (24). Differing substrates could be one explanation for the conflicting transmission data obtained in Chapter IV. Our data show that HA segments carrying H7 packaging signals encounter a lower incorporation barrier into H3N2
viruses than HA segments carrying H5 packaging signals. However, and somewhat surprisingly, our data also show that HA segments carrying H5, but not H7, packaging signals are transmitted to naïve contact animals. Even though we observed similar reassortment phenotypes for H3, H5 and H7 HA’s in cell culture and in vivo, the apparent discordance in transmission compared to reassortment could be influenced by a difference in the cellular environment. To this end, more experiments are needed to help inform our transmission data.

All experiments in this dissertation were performed in a H3N2 virus background. The H3N2 virus used, influenza A/Panama/2007/99, grows well in eggs and can therefore can be grown to the high titers necessary to perform high MOI co-infections. Additionally, the WT-VAR system our lab employs to study reassortment has been optimized for this virus strain. However, as mentioned above, two IAV subtypes co-circulate in humans each year, the H3N2 and H1N1 subtypes. It would be of interest to perform the same experiments in a H1N1 virus background. Indeed, this project was attempted in the lab, but several complications arose. First, H1N1-based viruses do not grow to high titers, and therefore the high MOI co-infections performed with H3N2 viruses would not be feasible. This shortcoming can be compensated for by performing low MOI co-infections and screening more plaques. Second, the control H1N1 HA construct generated to carry homologous H1N1 packaging signals was shown to have a significant packaging defect. Perhaps secondary structure was introduced during the HA construct engineering, or NP binding was altered. Regardless of the cause of decreased packaging, the control H1N1 HA construct was unusable, since a control construct should have no impact on packaging in order for the resulting data to be interpretable. Due to the lack of an appropriate control, the project was put on hold. Future efforts at performing experiments in a H1N1 virus background would nonetheless be
informative to capture the complete picture of RNA mismatch in both IAV subtypes currently circulating in humans.

Segment mismatch encompasses the genetic incompatibilities between co-infecting viruses at both the RNA level and the protein level. This dissertation focuses solely on segment mismatch at the RNA level (packaging signals). Future studies are needed to determine the effects that protein divergence has on reassortment outcomes using the IAV strain pairings outlined in this dissertation. Once we have isolated the effects that RNA mismatch and protein mismatch independently have on reassortment outcomes, we can use these segment mismatch data to help inform pandemic preparedness efforts on not only the level of virus formation (RNA) but also the level of virus fitness and propagation (protein).

The aim of Chapter III was to identify nucleotides that are important for mediating HA segment packaging. Although the experiments performed in Chapter III were unable to answer this question, the samples obtained in Chapter IV may help to address this outstanding inquiry. Our transmission data in Chapter IV show that HA segments carrying H5, but not H7, packaging signals were transmitted to naïve contact animals, suggesting that H5 was sufficiently compatible with H3N2 viruses to allow transmission. Currently in collaboration with the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), we are deep sequencing the nasal wash samples obtained from these animals that contracted infection with an H5 HA-carrying virus. We will compare the sequences obtained from these animals with reference sequences and look for compensatory mutations in either the HA segment or other segments in the IAV genome that might have allowed for better transmission and/or packaging of the heterologous H5 HA segment in vivo. Once potential compensatory mutations have been identified, we will generate recombinant viruses that carry these mutation(s) of interest and test whether they enable better packaging of the
heterologous HA segment into a H3N2 virus. Using this strategy, we hope to be able to identify critical regions and/or nucleotides of the HA segment important for mediating segment packaging, which will help to further inform the reassortment potential of different IAVs.
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